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Executive Summary

Introduction

The Earth has entered an era called the Anthropocene, in which the human influence on the Earth’s system is greater than natural forces. The way our society currently operates is undermining basic conditions for all life on Earth. Thus, Earth is now considered to be operating in an unprecedented state, in which multiple, complex, interacting, and globally significant changes happen due to human activities at an exponential rate. Our society is operating on a model of constant growth, which is inappropriate considering the finitude of Earth’s resources. Competition is a driver of this model, which is one key factor that contributes to most of the problems society currently faces.

The understanding of the dependence of human life on the environment, rather than its dominance over it, led to the definition of sustainable development. However, the attempts to define sustainable development usually results in vague concepts. In order to make informed choices and move towards sustainability, organizations need a clear framework and definition of sustainability.

A strategic and scientific approach called Strategic Sustainable Development (SSD) was developed in order to address this need. SSD is based on a systems thinking approach as it strongly recommends that a systems perspective is used when dealing with complexity and therefore with the Sustainability Challenge. Strategic Sustainable Development addresses the lack of agreement with an operational definition for sustainability by eight Sustainability Principles (SPs), which provide boundary conditions within which humanity can create a sustainable society.

The Sustainability Challenge is complex and requires reflection and social learning in order to address it effectively. Research also shows that education for sustainability requires deep learning, systems thinking and an interdisciplinary approach. The university community seems to be lacking in these aspects and therefore there is a need to seek for alternative learning approaches and spaces.

Problem-based learning (PBL) is a learning approach that has characteristics that can assist in solving the sustainability challenge since the methodology involves a transdisciplinary approach, collaboration, diversity and an iterative nature in the learning process, which are similar to the requirements for addressing the Sustainability Challenge. Due to its similarities to real life settings, PBL resembles alternative learning spaces, such as Challenge Prizes.

Challenge Prizes are contests that offer rewards for individuals or organizations that can develop a solution for a defined challenge. Challenge Prizes have a long history in helping humans to invent solutions to complex problems in different societal fields from space technology to agriculture, and they offer a way for organizations to invite diverse stakeholder groups from outside to innovate solutions to problems.

One often overlooked outcome of Challenge Prizes processes is that they can function as environments for learning. The Challenge Prize process is defined as the process of the competition, from the launch until the awarding of the prize. This process has the potential to create a space for experimentation, fostering more effective solutions, while benefiting from a variety of ideas that come from several participants and a collaborative space. There are many
sustainability-oriented Challenge Prizes that could benefit from implementing SSD, since research states that SSD is an approach that has characteristics that are beneficial for learning about sustainability, and it would offer a definition of sustainability that would help defining the victory conditions.

Research Purpose and Questions

This research aims to investigate how sustainability-oriented Challenge Prizes could implement a more rigorous Problem-based Learning approach and include learning for Strategic Sustainable Development in their process.

Primary Research Question:

- In what way could sustainability-oriented Challenge Prizes, supported by Problem-based Learning, help facilitate learning for Strategic Sustainable Development?

Secondary Research Questions:

- How do Challenge Prizes facilitate learning?
- In what ways could the learning process of sustainability-oriented Challenge Prizes be improved by a rigorous application of Problem-based Learning?
- Could the learning processes of sustainability-oriented Challenge Prizes be changed in order to better facilitate learning about a Strategic Sustainable Development approach? If so, how?

Research Scope and Limitations

The research specifically centered on the process of the Challenge Prize and how the process enables the participants to learn and implement the learned content. The research did not cover other interesting areas of Challenge Prizes, although we acknowledge that they might impact the process.

Methods

This research was conducted based on a Qualitative Research Design. In order to better shape our research questions and process, we conducted exploratory interviews with Challenge Prize organizers. First three exploratory interviews were conducted and an analysis was conducted using the FSSD to organize the information from the interviews and literature, in order to identify research gaps. Based on that, we developed interview questions. The data collection was via qualitative semi-structured interviews with SSD experts, PBL experts and Challenge Prize organizers. The data from the interviews was processed through coding. The coded data was combined into themes, in which there was a main concept and related variables that emerged from the three data sources in relation to learning. We created visualization in form of a scale of 0-10 for each variable in order to understand how it was actually present in the Challenge Prizes. This process helped us to understand what aspects of learning are currently present in Challenge Prizes and how those aspects could be improved to create space for learning SSD. The analysis helped to make sense of the data in order to answer all of our research questions.

Results
The coded information was combined in 13 themes: Characteristics of the problem or the challenge, Methods of teaching, Learning process, Feedback, Core concepts of sustainability in a Challenge Prize, Assessing sustainability, Experimentation, Group work and collaboration, Group work environment, Mentors and experts, Learning in a competitive environment, Diversity and Supporting participants in finding information, in which 39 variables related to learning were found. The results showed that some of the interviewed Challenge Prizes have as their purpose to enhance participants’ learning and they are already adopting practices to achieve this goal. However, there are gaps in relation to what the SSD and PBL experts mentioned as good conditions and practices for learning and what actually occurs in the Challenge Prize process. Secondly, there were findings about the differences between PBL theory and its actual application to learning processes and how the PBL stages relate to current stages of Challenge Prizes. Finally, it was noticed that the majority of Challenge Prizes do not adopt a clear definition of sustainability. They also do not include similar concepts to the core SSD concepts.

**Discussion**

**How do Challenge Prizes facilitate learning?**

About half of the Challenge Prizes that were interviewed had learning as one of their goals. However, only some of these offered support for the learning process of the participants. Interviewed Challenge Prizes that most emphasized the competitive nature of the prizes, also offered least support for the participants for their learning process. Some Challenge Prizes had incorporated learning opportunities for the participants so that they could create better solutions (e.g. by offering challenge related information or supporting the development of practical skills), even if they did not state learning as their overall goal.

We identified several practices in Challenge Prizes that facilitate learning. Some of the practices are an innate part of every Challenge Prize process while others are added in the design by organizers in order to foster participants’ learning. Innate areas of every Challenge Prize process that foster learning are group work, collaboration, bringing together diverse groups of stakeholders, creating and developing an idea and learning by assessing a solution. In addition to these learning aspects that are shared by all Challenge Prizes, some organizers offer opportunities to learn through providing information and expertise that is related to their challenge, for example by providing workshops.

It would be helpful for the organizers to be aware of PBL and other learning theories, in order to better incorporate learning through areas identified in this research. It was clear for the researchers that the Challenge Prizes could benefit from recommendations in order to better support learning. Specific opportunities for improvement included supporting group work in different ways, creating the learning process in a structured and iterative way, using varied methods of teaching, providing reflection opportunities, supporting idea creation and development and supporting diversity and collaboration among participants in a more effective manner.

**In what ways could the learning process of sustainability-oriented Challenge Prizes be improved by a rigorous application of Problem-based Learning?**

Challenge Prizes naturally rely on Problem-based learning, since the Challenges are centered on a real-life problem that the participants are trying to solve. The learning experts generally do not follow the PBL approach rigorously when designing the learning experiences, but
instead use the PBL approach more as an inspiration. The gaps and opportunities for improvement related to PBL that emerged in the research, are related to the support that the organizers can offer to the participants in their group processes and in the development of the solution. It was found that the organizers could support the participants in different ways, by for example: providing mentors to guide the participants through the process and external experts to support with specific content; as well as by developing the right conditions for collaboration, offering support for group work and including reflection and feedback practices.

**Could the learning processes of sustainability-oriented Challenge Prizes be changed in order to better facilitate learning about a Strategic Sustainable Development approach? If so, how?**

In this research, we identified conditions that are favorable for learning SSD. As explained before, Challenge Prizes already offer some of these conditions in varying degrees. The participants should have an opportunity to learn the SSD concepts and the SSD approach should be embedded in the design of the Challenge Prize, through the setting of the challenge and creation of the winning criteria. The Challenge Prize process would include SSD in five levels as seen with an analysis through the FSSD. The SSD would be taken into account while setting the challenge so that the challenge is understood as part of the larger socio-ecological system, allowing the participants to understand the interconnectedness of the system. The Success level would comprise of the winning criteria that include the Sustainability Principles and any other criteria deemed important by the organizer. The Strategic level would allow the participants to backcast from the winning criteria as it would be communicated to the participants. The Actions level would consist of the different actions that help creating a learningful process for the participants, for example the participants should be supported with feedback. On Tools level the participants would be offered tools that help them assess the sustainability of their ideas.

**In what way could sustainability-oriented Challenge Prizes, supported by Problem-based Learning, help facilitate learning for Strategic Sustainable Development?**

According to this research, sustainability-oriented Challenge Prizes can create positive change towards sustainability in two ways: by growing capacity in people towards moving society to a sustainable future and by creating solutions that are aligned with the SSD approach.

In order to address the Sustainability Challenge, there is a need for new ways of thinking and for an approach that can help dealing with the complexity of the challenge. SSD is an approach that proposes a clear definition of sustainability, based on principles, and that incorporates concepts such as systems thinking and a framework that are helpful when addressing complex problems.

Learning for sustainability requires deep learning and alternative approaches that allow for cross-disciplinary thinking. PBL is an approach with these characteristics and is also already implicitly found in Challenge Prizes. Therefore, they could benefit from incorporating it in order to design an effective learning process.

Having a sustainability-oriented Challenge Prize that is structured around a pedagogical approach that allows the participants to implement the theory into a practical solution will help them to gain skills and knowledge about SSD. Also, a structured learning process could benefit both the participants in their learning process and the Challenge Prize organizers, due to the higher likelihood of more innovative and better solutions.
Learning in Challenge Prizes is different from traditional education and can engage people that would not be interested in taking part in courses or formal education about sustainability.

Conclusion

There is an imperative need to understand the sustainability challenge and to learn ways to address it. Sustainability-oriented Challenge Prizes are an environment that has potential to address the Sustainability Challenge, since they offer a space for addressing the Sustainability Challenge through learning, while also holding potential to produce sustainable solutions as an outcome. They already incorporate many aspects that are needed for learning sustainability, for example diverse participants and an interdisciplinary environment. In order to foster deeper learning about sustainability they should incorporate SSD, so that the participants will be able to understand the complexity of the Sustainability Challenge, adopt a systems perspective and be offered a clear definition for sustainability. In order to further enhance learning for sustainability, the learning processes could be improved by the application of PBL followed loosely.

The outcome of this research was to produce recommendations to the Challenge Prizes organizers that wish to include learning for sustainability. We hope that the Challenge Prizes organizers use this information to create processes for sustainability-oriented Challenge Prizes that will enable the participants to learn about SSD and create more sustainable solutions. Hence, supporting society on the move towards a sustainable future.
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Glossary

Anthropocene - A new era, in which the human influence on the Earth’s system is greater than the natural forces.

Backcasting - A strategic planning method that is based on creating a vision of a desired future and the gaps between it and the current reality.

Challenge Prize - Challenge Prizes offer a reward to anybody who can first or most effectively meet a defined challenge.

Challenge Prize Process – Process, which the participants go through, of the competition from the launch until the awarding of prize.

Challenge Prize participant - A person attending a Challenge Prize as a contestant.

Challenge Prize organizer - An organization or individual that is responsible for the practical organization and planning of the Challenge Prize.

Complex Adaptive System - In the system all parts are interconnected and no part is more important than the other, there is a constant flow of energy and matter through the system and the system has a self-organizing nature.

Experimentation - to try out or test a developed idea.

Framework for Strategic Sustainable Development - A conceptual model based on scientific foundations. It provides an approach to move strategically towards sustainability.

Problem-Based Learning - A learning approach that revolves around solving a problem.

Research and Development (R&D) - Any creative systematic activity undertaken in order to increase the stock of knowledge, including knowledge of man, culture and society, and the use of this knowledge to devise new applications.

Sustainable Development - Development that allows people to meet their own needs without compromising the possibility for other people to meet their own needs, now and in the future.

Strategic Sustainable Development - Scientific and strategic approach that allows for planning to move towards a sustainable future.

Strategic Experiment - Doing something new in a given context through concrete actions and with a limited scope, with the intention of influencing the society as a whole.

Systems Thinking - An approach of understanding how systems relate and influence each other, and how the properties of the parts can only be understood through the dynamic of the whole.
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1 Introduction

This research explores the role that sustainability-oriented Challenge Prizes could play in addressing the Sustainability Challenge the Earth currently faces. Challenge Prizes are contests that offer rewards for individuals or organizations that can develop a solution for a defined challenge (Ballantyne 2014). Challenge Prizes have a long history in helping humankind invent solutions to complex problems in different societal fields; from space technology to agriculture (Masters and Delbecq 2008).

One outcome of Challenge Prizes which is often overlooked is that they can function as environments for learning (McKinsey and Company 2009). Additionally, we see Challenge Prizes as environments that implicitly use Problem-based Learning, since during the contest the participants apply their knowledge to create a practical solution for a defined problem.

This research explores how the learning experience within Challenge Prize processes could benefit from applying a Problem-based Learning approach and a wider understanding of sustainability through the Strategic Sustainable Development approach.

1.1 Sustainability Challenge

In the last 100 years, human population increased from approximately one billion to six billion (Steffen et al. 2004) and it is estimated that by the year 2050 the population will have exceeded nine billion (United Nations 2011). With the global population increasing, human activities and negative impacts on the socio-ecological system have also expanded (Steffen et al. 2004). Researchers argue that this poor management of the Earth’s resources pressures the ecosystems and has critical and uncertain consequences for future generations (UNEP 2012). Researchers argue the way our society currently operates is undermining basic conditions for all life on Earth (Steffen et al. 2004). Moreover, given the Earth’s resources are finite, this increase in population and related impacts directly contribute to the Sustainability Challenge (Holmberg et al. 1999; Broman et al. 2000; Phillis and Andriantiatsaholiniaina 2001; Merkel and Litten 2007).

In order to try to comprehend and visualize the challenge, the Planetary Boundaries concept was developed by Steffen et al. (2004). The Planetary Boundaries attempts to represent global priorities related to human-induced changes to the environment and thus, define a safe operating space for human societies. The research indicates four of the nine boundaries have been crossed as a result of human activity. They are: climate change, biosphere integrity, land-system change, and altered biogeochemical cycles (phosphorus and nitrogen) (Steffen et al. 2015). The climate change and biosphere integrity boundaries are of special concern as they are considered to be core boundaries and the crossing of them could drive the Earth into a new state as a system (Steffen et al. 2015).

This and other related research has led scientists to argue Earth has entered the Anthropocene, an era in which the human influence on the Earth’s system is greater than natural forces (Arias-Maldonado 2013; Biermann 2014; Steffen et al. 2015). This new era is likely to be more inhospitable to the development of human societies (Steffen et al. 2015). Also, Earth is now considered to be operating in an unprecedented state, in which multiple, complex, interacting, and globally significant changes happen due to human activities at an exponential rate (Steffen et al. 2004; Biermann 2014).
A metaphor that helps to envision what unsustainability represents to life on Earth is a funnel. The narrowing funnel walls represent the global trends that lead to unsustainability. Society is moving towards the narrower part of the funnel, where the capacity of Earth to sustain life is reduced, the capacity of self-renewal is decreased and the space for maneuvering is limited (Broman et al. 2000; Ny 2006; International Union for Conservation of Nature 2006). Organizations and other social systems that make uninformed choices based on an incorrect mindset that the resources are infinite or that there are no negative threats due to their increased use, will sooner or later hit the funnel walls (Ny 2006). Hitting the walls represents different consequences such as higher taxes, higher costs for waste management, higher costs for resources, among other issues (Robèrt 2000). For society to avoid hitting the walls of the funnel, it needs to adopt sustainable practices that stop the continued narrowing of the funnel walls and help to move society towards a sustainable future. This is represented in image 1.1.

![Image 1.1The Funnel (Adapted from Robèrt 2000, 246)](image)

One of the reasons for the narrowing of the funnel walls is the current economic system and the businesses within it. The majority of business organizations have adopted a model of constant growth that does not seem to be appropriate (Porter and Kramer 2011). This causes organizations and society at large to hit the walls of the funnel. Additionally, competition is a part of the current economic system in which companies want to grow while saving money in order to stay competitive in the market (Porter and Kramer 2011).

Competition has globally affected people’s lives in different negative ways, for example leading to lower wages and reduction of employment opportunities (Glass and Saggi 2001), as well as environmental destruction and economic distress (Porter and Kramer 2011). However, it has also positive impacts. For example, competition has been long considered a source of creativity that allows for some forms of cooperation (Jacquemin 1995).

As shown in this section, the sustainability challenge is composed of different aspects that are related to economy, environment and social problems. Therefore, it can be considered a complex problem (Peter and Swilling 2014). The understanding of the dependence of human life on the environment, rather than its dominance over it, led to the awareness of the connection and interdependence between environmental and socio-economic issues. Thus, the concept of Sustainable Development (SD) was born (Hopwood, Mellor and O’Brien 2005).
1.2 Sustainable Development

1.2.1 Defining Sustainable Development

Sustainable Development refers to a process in which human well-being is maintained or improved without eroding the socio-ecological system in the present and in the future. The most famous definition of SD is from the Brundtland report which states that “sustainable development is development that meets the needs of the present without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own needs” (World Commission on Environment and Development 1987). This definition will most likely continue to be widely cited (Tainter 2006). However it has received a lot of criticism due to its vagueness, limited operational usefulness, impreciseness and complexity (Jacobs 1999; Phillis and Andriantiasaholiniaaina 2001; McKenzie 2004; International Union for Conservation of Nature 2006; Tainter 2006; Missimer 2013). For example, Jacobs (1999) stated that this vagueness allows people to say that they are in favor of sustainable development while in reality they are contributing to unsustainability. Research has also shown that sustainability is considered too abstract and broad because of its large scope and lack of a clear definition (Allen and Hoekstra 1994; Leal Filho 2000; International Union for Conservation of Nature 2006).

1.2.2 Tools to approach Sustainable Development

Considering that the Sustainability Challenge is complex and that there is a lack of agreement on an operational definition for sustainable development, different tools have surfaced in order to address these problems (Robèrt et al. 2002). Examples of these tools are ISO 14001, Life Cycle Assessment, Factor X, and Ecological Footprint (Weizäcker, Lovins and Lovins 1997; Holmberg et al. 1999; MacDonald 2005; Porter and Kramer 2011). It is clear that there is a broad range of approaches, tools, frameworks, strategies, principles and processes that can help organizations move towards sustainability (MacDonald 2005). However, it is argued that many of the tools mentioned above lack a clear definition of sustainability as they are not defined by principles (Mitchell 1996).

Organizations need a clear framework to be able to move towards a sustainable society (MacDonald 2005). Also, in order to select and create tools to monitor the progress towards sustainability, tools should be built on a specific and clear definition of sustainable development rather than a vague one (Holmberg et al. 1999).

1.3 Strategic Sustainable Development

The tools mentioned above attempt to help address certain aspects and symptoms of the Sustainability Challenge. However, they do not address the whole challenge in a holistic manner. In order to address this gap, a strategic and scientific approach called Strategic Sustainable Development (SSD) was developed (Robèrt 2000; Broman et al. 2000; Robèrt et al. 2002; Ny et al. 2006). SSD is based on a systems thinking approach as it strongly recommends that a whole systems perspective is used when analyzing sustainability related challenges and opportunities. This allows people to better understand the complexity of the Sustainability Challenge.

Strategic Sustainable Development addresses the lack of agreement with an operational definition for sustainability by having eight Sustainability Principles (SPs), which provide boundary conditions within which humanity can create a sustainable society. The eight Sustainability Principles are:
In a sustainable society, nature is not subject to systematically increasing...
...concentrations of substances extracted from the Earth’s crust,
...concentrations of substances produced by society,
...degradation by physical means (Ny et al. 2006).

and...people are not subject to systematic barriers to...
... personal integrity,
... influence,
... competence,
... impartiality,
... meaning (Missimer 2013).

Researchers believe these eight principles provide a clear definition of what is required to achieve sustainability. Additionally they are considered to be operational as they can indicate a clear way towards progress, and overall success. This allows for a strategic planning towards sustainability since the principles can help to create a clear vision of a sustainable future (Robèrt 2000; Broman et al. 2000; Robèrt et al. 2002; Ny et al. 2006).

Having a clear vision of success is considered by many researchers to be the first step when planning strategically. To continue with the planning process, it is also helpful to use a conceptual framework that helps simplify the complexity of the Sustainability Challenge. The Five Level Framework for Planning in Complex Systems was adapted to help to move towards sustainability by adopting the approach of SSD. The adapted framework is called Framework for Strategic Sustainable Development (FSSD) (Holmberg and Robèrt 2000; Ny et al. 2006).

The FSSD includes five levels: System, Success, Strategic, Actions and Tools. In the System level, it is required to have an understanding of the socio-ecological system and the Sustainability Challenge. The Success level is defined by the constraints of the eight sustainability principles. The Strategic level is about backcasting from the vision of success, and using strategic guidelines that will help guide actions towards success. In the Actions level, the steps to move towards the vision are determined. The last level includes tools that may help the overall planning endeavor (Holmberg and Robèrt 2000; Ny et al. 2006).

It is important to note that the FSSD is not a measuring tool and in order to see if society is moving towards sustainability, other tools should be used and selected with the guidance of the FSSD. It is also useful to note that there are certain situations in which there is no need for strategic planning and that strategic planning does not always lead to the best result (Ingenjörer för Miljön 2008).

1.4 Learning Sustainable Development

As mentioned before, the Sustainability Challenge is complex (Peter and Swilling 2014) and it requires reflection and social learning in order to address it effectively (Hjorth and Bagheri...
There is a need for new ways of thinking in order to contribute to society’s move towards sustainability (Hjorth and Bagheri 2006) and this can be achieved through education.

It is accepted in the literature that education for Sustainable Development requires systems thinking and interdisciplinary approach (Cartese 1992; Buckingham-Hatfield 1996). Sustainability problems “require flexible, integrative, multidisciplinary problem-solving approaches, rather than singular solutions” (Steinemann 2003, 218). Researchers also mentioned that deep learning is essential in this field, since there is a need to have a holistic perspective as well as an ability to make sense of different types of information, creating a coherent whole. Differently from surface learning that has a strong descriptive aspect; deep learning is about finding underlying meaning, developing analytical skills and independent thinking. In this sense, “Deep learning can be encouraged by emphasizing principles and concepts rather than accumulated facts” (Warburton 2003, 48). The need for systems thinking and emphasis on principles and concepts are related to the characteristics of SSD, which seems to be an appropriate approach to teach when seeking to enhance deep learning for Sustainable Development.

Finally, literature refers to the fact that the university community has had difficulties in adopting these characteristics and that there is a “need for innovative educational approaches that facilitate real cross-disciplinary thinking” (Warburton 2003, 44). There is a learning approach called Problem-based Learning that seems to be an appropriate approach since it enhances deep learning, by relying on collaboration between transdisciplinary groups, independent learning and analytical thinking.

1.5 Problem-based Learning

Problem-based Learning (PBL) is a learning approach that seeks to create a link between theoretical knowledge and practice (Cockrell and Caplow 2000). This approach is based on the concepts of Lev Vygotskian about Social Development Theory, which considers learning as a social construction of knowledge (Beringer 2007). PBL involves a transdisciplinary approach, collaboration, diversity and an iterative nature in the learning process (Stepien and Gallagher 1993; Alavi 1995; Cockrell and Caplow 2000).

Another characteristic of PBL is that the given problem should be complex and ill-structured, meaning that it should not be easily or formulaically solved and that it can have more than one single solution. The problem should also be real. By using real problems that are relevant to society, researchers argue it is possible to develop higher levels of comprehension and skills than in a traditional learning setting (Awang and Ramly 2008).

PBL makes knowledge more accessible and applicable, since the need to apply abstract concepts to develop a solution, makes these concepts more relevant and meaningful to the learners (Steinemann 2003). The dual format of PBL encompasses individual and group aspects, requiring active participation and discourse around the topic. The result of this is the development of communities of practice, and ownership of knowledge (Cockrell and Caplow 2000; Awang and Ramly 2008). Additionally, PBL recognizes nothing can be learned in totality and that learning needs to be shared among transdisciplinary groups (Missimer and Connell 2012). It is essential to have collaborative groups in learning contexts; to explore, analyze and solve the problems presented (Cockrell and Caplow 2000).
All of the characteristics outlined above show how PBL can be highly effective to address complex problems like the sustainability challenge. In fact, research shows most successful PBL approaches deal with complex problems (Beringer 2007).

1.5.1 The PBL process

The PBL process has two main components: the tutor and the group of students. The tutor acts more like a good facilitator than a content expert. The role of the tutor is focused on building good learning strategies and monitoring the process (Hmelo-Silver 2004). Regarding the group of students, literature on collaborative work shows that effective collaboration happens in groups from two to twelve people. Number of members in a group should be decided according to the complexity of the problem and to the scale of the solution required. Groups should be diverse, since this aspect resembles working situations that the students will face after their education program (Speck 2003).

When applying PBL, the problem-solving process involves five steps:

1. Observation or information gathering: The problem scenario is presented and it is expected that the students identify facts around the given problem to create a good level of understanding of it (Cockrell and Caplow 2000; Hmelo-Silver 2004; Beringer 2007).

2. Questions, ideas and hypothesis formulation: the students use their prior knowledge and experience to identify the assumptions and questions they may have. They formulate their questions, ideas and hypotheses related to the solution of the problem (Cockrell and Caplow 2000; Hmelo-Silver 2004; Beringer 2007).

3. Learning issues/inquiry strategy: The students identify their knowledge deficiencies and define the learning gaps that they will need to explore by themselves. At this point, the students can collaborate with others, within and outside the learning situation to fill in the gaps of understanding (Cockrell and Caplow 2000; Hmelo-Silver 2004; Beringer 2007).

4. Action Plan: The students integrate the new knowledge on the results of the second phase and then proceed to the development of a solution (Cockrell and Caplow 2000; Hmelo-Silver 2004; Beringer 2007).

5. Reflection: The students reflect on the abstract knowledge gained. This phase also appears during other phases of the process. In the end, it is important for them to also reflect on the skills gained and in the collaborative aspect of the process (Cockrell and Caplow 2000; Hmelo-Silver 2004; Beringer 2007).

It is important to note reflection is a critical component of PBL as it helps the students to “identify gaps in their thinking; and transfer their problem-solving strategies, SDL (self-directed learning) strategies, and knowledge to new situations” (Hmelo-Silver 2004, 247).

In learning literature, it is acknowledged that feedback has an important role for facilitating recognition of deficiencies in knowledge and skills. However, this aspect is not well explored in the PBL literature, although some studies show that it can be useful to improve learners’ skills (Parikh, Mcreelis and Hodges 2001).

Considering the aspects above, PBL can be seen as an approach that facilitates deeper learning by allowing the learners to put theory into practice, while relying on independent learning and analytical thinking. Also, the learners are involved in a diverse environment that is favorable for collaboration and for dealing with complex and transdisciplinary problems, such as issues of the Sustainability Challenge. Therefore, we believe PBL would be appropriate for facilitating learning about sustainability, as also stated by researchers Missimer and Connell.
The university community seems to be failing in enhancing learning about sustainability (Warburton 2003) and there are alternative learning spaces that could be improved by PBL. Due to its similarities to real life settings, PBL can resemble non-traditional learning environments such as Challenge Prizes.

1.6 Challenge Prizes

Challenge Prizes are contests, in which a reward is offered to anybody who can first or most effectively meet a defined challenge (Kalil 2006; Ballantyne 2014). Challenge Prizes are organized by public institutions, companies or NGOs, in order to crowdsource innovation, reaching out of closed communities of employees, contractors and grant recipients (Knowledge Ecology International 2008). Challenge Prizes are research and development (R&D) activities, that can fulfill similar societal purposes in supporting innovation as government funding, intellectual property rights or education (Kalil 2006; Ballantyne 2014).

The history of Challenge Prizes is long. In the past, Challenge Prizes were used to create major scientific and technological breakthroughs (Masters and Delbecq 2008). One historical example of Challenge Prizes includes the 16th century Longitude Prize, which offered a reward for the person who could provide a way for more accurate navigation (Masters and Delbecq 2008). Challenge Prizes have enjoyed a renaissance in the past years with some recent and very influential Challenge Prizes (Kalil 2006). Their renewed and strengthened ability to affect positive change is considered to be one of the fundamental reasons for this renaissance (McKinsey and Company 2009).

Challenge Prizes have many features of PBL even if PBL is not intentionally included in them. For example, the process of a Challenge Prize revolves around trying to solve a real-life problem, which results in the participants learning new skills. Furthermore, Challenge Prizes are a tool that is considered to be suitable to address the sustainability challenge considering the innovations and societal change they can bring forth (Masters and Delbecq 2008). Here are some of the characteristics of Challenge Prizes that are similar to the PBL approach and can be considered to be suitable to address the Sustainability Challenge.

1. Challenge Prizes have an ability to bring together powerful networks and enable members to collaborate, share ideas and best practices, and therefore strengthen a community and encourage future collaboration and innovation (McKinsey and Company 2009). This is seen as essential in PBL (Hmelo-Silver 2004) and when dealing with the Sustainability Challenge (Hjorth and Bagheri 2006).
2. Challenge Prizes engage participants with a real life problem and create a setting that resembles the real world, in terms of the cross-fertilization of knowledge (McKinsey and Company 2009). This is highly important since the complexity of the Sustainability Challenge requires flexible solutions and not merely theoretical ones (Steinemann 2003), which is also similar to the PBL characteristics (Cockrell and Caplow 2000; Beringer 2007).
3. Challenge Prizes most often deal with complex challenges (Ballantyne 2014). The problems in PBL should also be complex (Hmelo-Silver 2004) and the Sustainability Challenge is complex (Peter and Swilling 2014).
4. Challenge Prizes help to attract and identify diverse talent and create unexpected approaches and cross-disciplinary solutions (McKinsey and Company 2009). In PBL groups should also be diverse (Speck 2003) and foster a transdisciplinary approach (Missimer and Connell 2012), which is also important when addressing the Sustainability Challenge (Steinemann 2003).
The similar characteristics between Challenge Prizes and PBL that are relevant to address the Sustainability Challenge are summarized in table 1.1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristics related to collaboration</th>
<th>Sustainability Challenge</th>
<th>PBL</th>
<th>Challenge Prizes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Collaboration is important for solving it</td>
<td>Collaboration is important for solving the problem</td>
<td>Often collaborative</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Characteristics related to real-life problems</td>
<td>Real life problem</td>
<td>Real life problem</td>
<td>Real life problem</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Characteristics related to complex problems</td>
<td>Problem is complex</td>
<td>Problem is complex</td>
<td>Problem is often complex</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Characteristics related to diversity</td>
<td>Diversity is important for solving it</td>
<td>Diversity is important for solving the problem</td>
<td>Potential for diverse teams and diverse solutions</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Table 1.1 Features of Challenge Prizes and PBL suitable to address the Sustainability Challenge*

Given the suitability and similarities between Challenge Prizes and PBL, we are interested in how combining the two concepts could be used as a way to deal with the Sustainability Challenge. As stated before, in order to accomplish this, there is a need to learn new ways of thinking, which we believe can be achieved by enhancing learning about SSD in the Challenge Prizes related to sustainability issues.

### 1.6.1 Benefits and Limitations of Challenge Prize in Innovation

The importance of Challenge Prizes and their proliferation in the past 50 years is due to the possibility of introducing path-breaking innovations and engaging new social groups to form communities who can invent solutions to a wide range of problems (Kay 2011). Challenge Prizes can shine light on especially challenging problems in society, or provide major breakthroughs in human knowledge (Ballantyne 2014). This shows how Challenge Prizes could be used to work with big, complex challenges like the Sustainability Challenge.

Attracting different types of participants is also a benefit of the Challenge Prizes, since they can attract both traditional institutionalized companies and smaller players that are less risk averse and can therefore pursue more radical solutions (Nalebuff and Stiglitz 1983; Schroeder 2004; Culver et al. 2007; Kay 2011).

Challenge Prizes are especially beneficial in the following situations:

1. A goal can be defined in concrete terms but the means of achieving that goal are too speculative to be reasonable for a traditional research program;
2. The organization setting the prize wishes to be non-prescriptive about who is in the best position to meet it;
3. The organization setting the prize wishes to only pay when somebody meets the predefined objective;
4. There are additional benefits about attracting the attention of media and wider public;
5. The organization setting the prize wishes to attract novel innovators and entrepreneurs with new ideas to tackle the challenge (Kalil 2006).
Even if there are benefits to innovating with Challenge Prizes, some drawbacks related to innovation with prizes have been identified by researchers. For example, Challenge Prizes are useful only in a limited range of innovation situations, and may only attract certain types of participants. A practical hindrance is the fact that the small and medium sized organizations that compete in Challenge Prizes may find it difficult to come up with necessary funds to create solutions (Kalil 2006), and also the participants need to be motivated to invest time in participating. It may also be difficult to find participants who actually have the right expertise to solve the challenge and who are willing to invest unpaid time for it. Challenge Prizes are not an effective tool for innovation in cases which there is no clear and achievable goal (McKinsey and Company 2009). It has also happened in the history of Challenge Prizes that the challenge in certain contests has been too difficult and therefore the reward has never been awarded (Purewal 2015).

Other problematic issues with Challenge Prize innovation are related to the performance of the participants. The so called patent race phenomenon refers to a situation in which all prize participants use similar methods to achieve the Challenge Prize goal and thus develop solutions that are in fact very much like each other (Masters and Delbecq 2008). The design of the contest creates another kind of limitation: the goal sets a threshold for achievement, which makes it impossible to know anything about performance with more or less ambitious goals (Masters and Delbecq 2008). Also, the prize design with a preset goal may limit the creativity of the solutions offered, since it is impossible to know, whether some participants could have developed effective solutions to problems that are closely related but slightly different from the given Challenge Prize goal (Masters and Delbecq 2008). So there is a risk with Challenge Prizes that the solutions created are not the best possible ones for the particular challenge, and actually in many cases more traditional research and development programs can bring better results.

1.6.2 Challenge Prize Design and Process

As mentioned above, Challenge Prizes are typically organized as competitions that have rules that aim at achieving a solution or breakthrough to a certain challenge within a deadline. Each Challenge Prize creates a unique design based on its goals (Kay 2011).

The Challenge Prize process is defined as the process of the competition, from the launch until the awarding of the prize (Ballantyne 2014). Some Challenge Prizes do not have a specific process, since no interim support is offered to the participants (Ballantyne 2014). On the other hand, other Challenge Prizes have a process in which they include different types of support for the participants, for example skill training, networking opportunities or interim prizes (Ballantyne 2014). The process of Challenge Prizes has the potential to create a space for experimentation, fostering more effective solutions (McKinsey and Company 2009) and benefiting from a variety of ideas that come from several participants.

A well-designed and well-run process attracts quality participants, captures attention, passion, and innovation through competition, celebrates winners and ensures maximum impact for the prize (McKinsey and Company 2009). McKinsey and Company (2009) argue in their research that an effective Challenge Prize process is important, since it reinforces the strategy of the prize. The Challenge Prize processes are not well investigated in academic research.

1.6.3 Challenge Prize Process and Learning

Besides the fact that the Challenge Prize process aims to result in a valuable solution, it can also influence the participants to learn new skills. The fact that the Challenge Prizes often
improve the skills of the participants is viewed as a welcome by-product of the competitive process (Hussmann, Trandum and Vigild 2010). In fact, some Challenge Prize organizers consider the process of the contest to be at least as important as the outcome, and developing the skills of the participants is a principal goal of the program (Hussmann, Trandum and Vigild 2010). This is especially true for Challenge Prizes that engage young participants (McKinsey and Company 2009).

Even though Challenge Prizes have the possibility to teach new skills to the participants, in the McKinsey and Company research from 2009, only 35% of Prize organizers actively sought to educate and improve the skills of participants.

1.7 Relevance of the Research

Learning is crucial for the new societal change that is needed to address the Sustainability Challenge (Hjorth and Bagheri 2006) and traditional education settings seem to be insufficient for that (Warburton 2003). Challenge Prizes can be seen as an alternative learning space that can offer a creative and collaborative environment for learning sustainability in a new way.

There are many sustainability-oriented Challenge Prizes (Nesta n.d.; Sustainergies n.d.; Dow n.d.). However, there is a gap regarding the way Challenge Prizes are currently trying to address the Sustainability Challenge. As Kalil (2006) argues, in energy and climate change themed prizes, it is difficult to define the victory conditions as the definition of success is not clear. Therefore, we believe that a clear, scientific and operational definition of sustainability could help define the victory conditions for sustainability-oriented Challenge Prizes.

Another important aspect that makes this research relevant is the fact that academic research has not investigated Challenge Prizes thoroughly despite their long history, recent popularity, and notable potential (Kay 2011). The research in the field of Challenge Prizes has largely concentrated on the impact of the prizes, and their role as inducing innovation and completing other innovation acceleration methods (e.g. Fu and Lu 2009; Brunt, Lerner, and Nicholas 2012; Besharov and Williams 2012). Moreover, Challenge Prize processes are not a well investigated area, and neither is the learning that takes place in the process of the Challenge Prize.

Considering the stated importance of a good Challenge Prize process, the lack of research of this aspect and its potential to enhance learning about sustainability, we are exploring the Challenge Prize process from the organizers perspective. Specifically, we believe SSD can inform participants with a clear definition of success and a strategic approach. Therefore, we are interested in researching how sustainability-oriented Challenge Prizes can facilitate learning of SSD during their process. Furthermore, SSD is an approach that is helpful when finding solutions to the Sustainability Challenge since it includes systems thinking and a planning framework. In order to enhance deep learning about it, PBL seems to be an appropriate approach. Additionally, given the similarities of PBL and Challenge Prizes, we see an opportunity for Challenge Prizes to deliver better learning experiences by applying a more rigorous PBL approach.

1.8 Purpose

This research aims to investigate how sustainability-oriented Challenge Prizes could implement a more rigorous Problem-based Learning approach and include learning for Strategic Sustainable Development in their process.
1.8.1 Research Questions

Primary Research Question:

- In what way could sustainability-oriented Challenge Prizes, supported by Problem-based Learning, help facilitate learning for Strategic Sustainable Development?

Secondary Research Questions:

- How do Challenge Prizes facilitate learning?
- In what ways could the learning process of sustainability-oriented Challenge Prizes be improved by a rigorous application of Problem-based Learning?
- Could the learning processes of sustainability-oriented Challenge Prizes be changed in order to better facilitate learning about a Strategic Sustainable Development approach? If so, how?

1.8.2 Scope and Limitations

The research is specifically centered on the process of the Challenge Prize and how the process enables the participants to learn and implement the learned content.

The research does not cover other areas of Challenge Prizes including the impact or future development of the solutions after the contest, the process of creating the challenge and setting the prize, the way the Challenge Prize is communicated to create public awareness, the motivation of the participants, or how the criteria for winning is created. Although we briefly acknowledge many of these aspects in this research.
2 Methods

2.1 Overall Research Design

For this thesis, we decided to use a Qualitative Research Design as it enabled the gathering of rich, deep data, allowing for contextual understanding, concerning the point of view of the interviewees and working with meaning (Sachdeva 2009; Bryman and Bell 2011). Additionally, Qualitative Research Design is appropriate for exploring topics that researchers are not intimately familiar with and it is considered to be well suited for topics where there is a general lack of research (Bryman and Bell 2011). Therefore, it seemed appropriate for our topic given the process of Challenge Prizes has not been explored in depth by academic literature.

In order to better shape our research questions and process, we conducted exploratory interviews with professionals from institutions who organize Challenge Prizes. The aim of the interviews was to gain an overall understanding of the field of Challenge Prizes. By doing this, we were able to identify the research gap and shape better research questions. We interviewed organizers from three Challenge Prizes: Innonatives, Students Competitions and Challenge Prize Brazil. We chose them based on the differences of their processes and on the level of maturity of the project. An overview of their characteristics can be seen in Appendix A.

2.2 Research Process

Based on the information gathered through the exploratory interviews and through reviewing the literature, we did an analysis to identify the gaps of information that we needed to fill in order to answer our research questions. We decided to use the Framework for Strategic Sustainable Development (FSSD) in order to organize this information in a clear and structured way. To do this effectively, we mapped different aspects of SSD, PBL and Challenge Prizes processes according to the levels of the FSSD. The information gaps identified were used to formulate the interview questions. This analysis can be seen in Appendix B.

The research process started with data collection, which was conducted in two stages. First, we interviewed learning experts, followed by a second stage of interviews with Challenge Prize organizers. Data from the interviews were analyzed through a qualitative thematic analysis in order to answer the research questions and to create some recommendations to the Challenge Prize organizers.

2.2.1 Data Collection

To answer the research questions, we conducted qualitative semi-structured interviews. The interviews were formulated based on a general interview guide approach. This approach was chosen as it provides flexibility to build subsequent questions on the former answers (Turner 2010). Moreover, semi-structured interviews are a useful approach when there is one opportunity to interview somebody, and there are several interviewers collecting data (Savin-Baden and Howell Major 2013) as it was in the case of this research. Also, this approach assured that information was collected from all interviewees around the same general topics. To be able to see if the interview questions were clear and understandable, a test interview was conducted with an SSD practitioner who was not part of the research target group.
Interviews were conducted via Skype or face-to-face and had an average duration of 60 minutes. All the interviews were recorded in a Samsung smartphone. During the interviews, we followed the interview questions, which can be seen in Appendix C, and also explored the interviewees’ perspective by using follow-up questions and distributing the time between the topics that felt most relevant. We all attended the interviews, except for two interviews in which one of the team members could not attend. In each interview one person was chosen as the main interviewer, while the other two researchers practiced active listening and asked additional questions. In the end, each of us conducted the same number of interviews.

The Research Questions of this thesis have two main aspects: the learning of SSD supported by a PBL approach, and how the Challenge Prizes facilitate learning. In order to understand both concepts in these aspects, we interviewed three groups of experts: SSD experts, PBL experts, and Challenge Prize organizers. Considering that each of these groups held different types of information that would answer different research questions, we had three different sets of interview questions.

We first interviewed the learning experts. By doing that, we aimed at validating some of our assumptions about learning before the interviews with the Challenge Prize organizers.

**Stage 1: Interviews with the learning experts**

We interviewed four SSD experts, one practitioner from The Natural Step (TNS), an NGO working with SSD, and three members from Blekinge Institute of Technology (BTH) teaching staff from the Master’s program in Strategic Leadership towards Sustainability. They had teaching experience and also had used PBL in some way. By interviewing these experts, we gathered data that contributed to answer the questions regarding how Challenge Prizes could incorporate learning about SSD and PBL. The interviewees were chosen due to their availability and experience with SSD concepts.

The second group of interviewees was experts with experience in teaching utilizing a PBL approach, one education developer from BTH, a teacher that uses PBL in the Department of Health of BTH and one learning designer from KaosPilot, a hybrid business and design school. The data from this source was mainly used to answer the second secondary research question, which refers to the possibility of applying PBL in a Challenge Prize context. These interviewees were chosen according to their availability and experience. A table with more details about the learning experts can be seen in Appendix D.

**Stage 2: Interviews with Challenge Prize organizers**

The second round of interviews was conducted with eight Challenge Prize organizers. These interviewees informed us about the design and characteristics of Challenge Prize processes. This group provided data to answer the first secondary research question about how Challenge Prizes can facilitate learning. This data was also used in order to compare and analyze how practices from the Challenge Prizes relate to what the learning experts mentioned about practices to teach SSD and use PBL.

The interviewed Challenge Prizes were chosen because we assumed they had a process for their participants that could contribute to their learning, and based on our judgment work with either social or ecological sustainability to some extent. We also considered the fact that they are from different countries and continents and that they had different processes and target groups. There was a conscious choice to focus the interviews to organizers, instead of interviewing participants of the Challenge Prizes. Specifically, we thought the organizers...
would be able to bring in more understanding about the Challenge Prize process and design, giving an overview of the development of the contest. A table with additional information about the different Challenge Prizes can be seen in Appendix E.

### 2.2.2 Data Analysis

The recorded interviews were transcribed and the raw data was processed through coding. Each transcription was written by a researcher that was not the main interviewer for that interview.

The transcribed interviews were read by us to get familiar with the data and create the different codes. The codes emerged from the data. 46 codes were identified and placed on a coding matrix, as seen in Appendix F. The data was coded by the researcher that was neither the transcriber nor the main interviewer. Each coded section was copied and pasted to a new document, named after the code. Following this process, we had a discussion to verify if the coded sections represented the code or not. At this stage, the coded sections under each code were separated according to the different data sources (SSD experts, PBL experts, Challenge Prize organizers). When reviewing the coded information, we searched for larger patterns of meaning. This process was conducted with active discussion between us. The coded information was then combined into themes and separated under each theme according to the source. Each theme was then analyzed in order to confirm the data was supporting the theme. Also, in the process of refining the themes, some of them were combined or discarded, if deemed unimportant to answering the research questions. Finally, 13 themes were identified and a short description was written for each theme. This description aimed at clarifying the main concept behind the theme as well as the patterns identified between the different sources. The themes are presented in the results section.

In the process of building the themes, we identified smaller variables in the data source from the learning experts inside each theme; they were mostly related to what the learning experts consider necessary conditions for learning. Then we analyzed how those variables were actually present in the Challenge Prize processes, based on our perception. For the presentation of the variables we created scale visualization, with values from 0 to 10. The assignment of values was intuitive and based on our understanding of the data.

The Thematic Analysis helped to make sense of the data in order to answer all of our research questions. The data from learning experts was used to understand what is important for learning, and that information was used to analyze the Challenge Prize data in order to see the potential to learn about SSD and the possible changes that could be taken to raise this potential.

### 2.3 Validity and Triangulation

Researchers should choose the strategies best suited for the needs of their research to ensure the quality of the research (Savin-Baden and Howell Major 2013). To ensure a high degree of quality in this research, triangulation was achieved through having three researchers working on the project and also through reviewing the interviewee data through the websites of the interviewed Challenge Prizes and through documents sent by the interviewees.

The validity of this research was achieved through the researchers validating their decisions in the data analysis process by discussing the decisions and reviewing data that was analyzed by the other team members. We also extensively discussed all the codes and the themes that were constructed.
Other aspects that are important to consider for the validity of this research are the assumptions and biases held by the researchers. Since we had fairly similar values around collaboration, learning, innovation and sustainability, these values were likely to influence the research process. We believe in the potential of SSD and Challenge Prizes to create positive change in the world. We had similar educational backgrounds and two of us came from the same country, while one of us was from another country and continent, which contributed to different cultural perspectives in this research. To test and address some of these potential biases, we discussed all findings together employing different viewpoints.

2.4 Limitations of the Research

Limitations of the study are related to time constraints and interviewee availability. The research would have benefited from a longer duration of time, which would have enabled us to collect more data and use more varied data collection and analysis methods. We were also not able to interview all the experts that were contacted, since not all were available. However, we do not see this as a major limitation. Experts in qualitative research generally do not recommend to interview large numbers of people (Savin-Baden and Howell Major 2013) since a small sample of interviewees will usually give a thorough understanding of the subject, due to the qualitative nature of the data.

Also, a limitation that became apparent during the research was that not all the interviewed Challenge Prizes employed a process for their participants and some of the interviewees did not have a lot of information about how the participants of the Challenge Prize actually work together. This happened even though we tried to control this by finding evidence of learning processes in the Challenge Prize websites. In relation to working with sustainability, the interviewed Challenge Prizes were sustainability-oriented based on our judgment, but not all of them used the word sustainability or found it a concept that is useful for them. However, the interviewees were still able to give useful information in regards to other aspects that were interesting for our research.

Even with the different limitations mentioned above, the data we collected gave a rich and varied understanding of the subject matter, and it allowed us to see clear patterns in regards to the Challenge Prizes.
3 Results

3.1 Thematic Analysis

The thematic analysis helped us make sense of the data collected and also helped understand the qualitative, rich and deeply contextual nature of it (Daly, Kellehear and Gliksman 1997; Braun and Clarke 2006; Guest 2012). In the analysis, 13 themes were constructed during the coding process. For each theme, we analyzed the most prominent variables that emerged from the data gathered from the interviews with the learning experts. Then we analyzed how those variables were present in the Challenge Prize processes based on our perception of how they are actually present. The list of themes and respective variables can be seen in table 3.1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Theme</th>
<th>Variables</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Characteristics of the problem or the challenge</td>
<td>Realistic challenge; Complex challenge; Specific challenge</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Methods of teaching</td>
<td>Varied methods of teaching; Learning by doing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Learning Process</td>
<td>Presenting the challenge; Support for idea creation; Support for knowledge acquisition; Support for idea development; Support for reflection; Iterative process</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feedback</td>
<td>Feedback in general; Formative feedback; Peer feedback</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Core concepts of sustainability in a Challenge Prize</td>
<td>Systems thinking; Implicit backcasting; Explaining complexity; Information about the sustainability challenge; Strategic planning tools; Clear definition of sustainability; Challenge addresses ecological sustainability; Challenge addresses social sustainability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Assessing sustainability</td>
<td>Sustainability appears in winning criteria; Tools are offered for sustainability assessment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Experimentation</td>
<td>Experimentation as a way to get comments and validate ideas; Experimentation as a way to virtually or physically prototype; Experimentation as a way to put theoretical knowledge into practice; Experimentation as a way to learn by mistakes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Group work and collaboration</td>
<td>Groups work is a requirement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Group work environment</td>
<td>Ground rules for group work are set; There is a safe space; Group work is structured; There is support to create trust in the groups</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mentors and external experts</td>
<td>Mentors; External Experts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Learning in a competitive environment</td>
<td>Structured learning process</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diversity</td>
<td>Diversity within the teams; Diversity in general</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Supporting the participants in finding information</td>
<td>There is free accessible information for the participants</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.1 Themes and Variables
This analysis was conducted to understand how learning is currently present in Challenge Prizes, and which aspects of it are lacking and should be improved to create processes that would enable better learning of SSD. In the end of each theme section, there is a summary that includes a scale from 0-10 that represents the presence of those variables for every Challenge Prize we interviewed. The far left of the scale (0) represents the variable was not present in the Challenge Prize and the far right (10) represents that it was fully present. Each Challenge Prize is abbreviated as follows: Nordic Built Challenge (NBC), Solar Challenge Brazil (SBC), Green Challenge (GC), Technovation (TV), Wege Prize (WP), XPrize (XP), SIA Austria (SA) and SIA Czech Republic (SC).

### 3.1.1 Characteristics of the problem or the challenge

This theme details what the characteristics of the problem/challenge should be in order to be most appropriate to a learning situation (e.g. Challenge Prize or other). A problem for a learner and a challenge for a Challenge Prize participant are considered to have a similar role.

**SSD experts**

When the SSD experts talked about the type of problems they use when they are teaching, they all mentioned the benefit of using problems that are real and that relate to the life of the learner. One SSD expert considered that the problem should be related to sustainability. Another expert also mentioned that the problem should be placed in the larger sustainability challenge and that the problem should be specific: “A lot of them [Challenge Prizes] have a very specific problem that they want to address...and then I think, you have to think about how you connect that to the bigger sustainability challenge” (Missimer 2015).

**PBL experts**

Two PBL experts emphasized the need of setting a challenge that is specific, tangible and real. For that, the challenge should be well defined in terms of performance criteria and the characteristics of the solutions. “...you need to get pretty specific. Not in terms of how to do it, but in terms of performance criteria for what this solution needs to [be]... so that’s how I think it can become tangible and real” (Sims 2015).

**Challenge Prizes organizers**

When describing the challenges of their contests, the organizers mostly defined them in realistic and complex terms. One of the challenges, which related to building a solar powered boat, lacked complexity. Half of the challenges were not specific, since they talked about social impact and solving community problems. Eventually the participants would decide what the problem actually is, as described by the organizer of Technovation contest, in which they “...have a mobile app competition where girls determine a problem in their community that they would like to address and then they build a mobile app to address that community need” (Holmes 2015). Lastly, there was one Challenge Prize that did not present a challenge at all, therefore it was vague.

**Summary**

In this theme three variables emerged from the learning experts regarding the characteristics of the set challenge. These variables were that the problem/challenge should be realistic, specific, and complex. However, most Challenge Prizes proposed complex and realistic challenges, although in some cases they lacked in specificity, as seen in image 3.1. The far left
of the scale (0) represents the variable was not present in the Challenge Prize and the far right (10) represents that it was fully present.

**Image 3.1 Variables in Characteristics of the problem or the challenge**

### 3.1.2 Methods of teaching

This theme refers to the type of methods of teaching that are used by the learning experts and whether those methods are used in the Challenge Prizes.

**SSD experts**

Three of the four interviewed experts stressed that it is important to use traditional teaching methods as lectures alongside more interactive methods. As Missimer (2015) said: “So I think people need to learn in the traditional way and then iterate it in a way that the learners play with it in different contexts, maybe that’s a workshop”. Two of those also mentioned that people have different learning styles and the methods should speak to those differences. They also mentioned that learning by doing is important and thought that it was very important for learning the SSD concepts.

Three experts mentioned concrete cases, real life stories and examples as an important way to convey how the theory looks in practice. And two of them mentioned games and playing as good methods to teach SSD concepts.

**PBL experts**

Regarding lecturing and traditional methods of learning, all PBL experts did see value in using them, for example in conveying certain initial knowledge or when teaching more theoretical concepts, but they did not think they were necessary in all situations. One expert said: “I have lectures as well. So that is not a I mean just because you have PBL it doesn’t, you can still have lectures. They complement the learning. So I have a few in very different areas actually” (Jarl 2015). All PBL experts talked about learning by doing and found it to be important for deep learning.

**Challenge Prize organizers**

Three of the Challenge Prize organizers had a planned learning process for their Challenge Prize. Only one organizer clearly mentioned using different methods of teaching to engage the audience. Half of the interviewed Challenge Prize organizers mentioned that they used
workshops as a method. The workshops were either related to the topic of the challenge or offering some practical skills to the participants, for example presentation skills. Two explicitly mentioned lecturing as a method of conveying information. Technovation had built an online curriculum that the participants could follow, as mentioned by the organizer: “[talking about the curriculum]...then we walk them through building a business plan and a pitch video and sort of thinking through all the process like building the brand, how will they market their app, how will they raise money, how will they make money with their app, and sort of thinking the whole process of building a business” (Holmes 2015). Practical examples as a method for conveying information was mentioned by one organizer. One Challenge Prize organizer explicitly mentioned learning by doing when discussing teaching methods. However, learning by doing could be detected in all but one Challenge Prize.

Summary

In this theme two variables emerged from the learning experts regarding methods of teaching. They were that varied methods of teaching should be used in order to engage different learning styles and that learning by doing deepens learning. The Challenge Prizes did not describe a varied set of teaching methods and all but learning by doing could be detected in all but one process. Green Challenge was not considered in the scale for varied methods of teaching since it is nested in a university setting and it was not possible to analyze for that. In image 3.2 it is possible to see to what extent each Challenge Prize demonstrate these variables. The far left of the scale (0) represents the variable was not present in the Challenge Prize and the far right (10) represents that it was fully present.

3.1.3 Learning process

This theme describes the characteristics of the learning process generally used by the learning experts, how they relate to PBL, and whether those characteristics could be detected in the Challenge Prizes.

SSD experts

When talking about the learning process in general, two interviewees expressed that it is important to start with a wider perspective and then go to details. Three interviewees mentioned that the learning process should have an iterative nature, where you learn something, do an assignment and then learn something new, and get feedback in between.

When it comes to stages of PBL, none of the interviewed SSD experts were applying it rigorously. Two of the interviewees acknowledged it being a philosophical approach to constructing the learning processes, with seeing the problem as central, and the two others perceived similarities with the stages of PBL when constructing their learning situations, but
have not been using it explicitly to plan the learning process. “If I used real PBL in a class, [I] feel there would be a lot more determined by the students to figure out what the problem actually is, before diving into the solution” (Missimer 2015).

When talking about the fifth stage of PBL, reflection, all SSD experts mentioned that reflection is very important for learning as it is a way for people to make the concepts their own and see what they do or do not understand: “I have a hard time to imagine learning without reflection” (Connell 2015). One of the interviewees mentioned that reflection allows for deeper learning in complex environments and that reflection practices should be provided in a safe environment. One interviewee said that it is good to build reflection opportunities throughout the process. Reflecting could be done individually or with a peer, it could be open ended or more targeted. The use of reflective questions to support reflection was mentioned as being supportive by one interviewee.

Regarding the development of ideas considering SSD concepts, two SSD experts mentioned some tools that could support the learner in idea development, such as physical models, animations and movies. Three SSD experts also had different views on the support SSD concepts provided to the creation of ideas. Two believed that using Sustainability Principles as constraints can be helpful on a general level: “…using the framework for its constraints to innovation can be helpful” (Connell 2015).

On the other hand, one expert believed that brainstorming within the constraints of the sustainability principles can be difficult. She suggested that ideas should be first developed freely and then analyzed with the lenses of the SSD: “You can’t really think in constraints in that way, otherwise you are not, because we know that there aren’t any sustainability solutions, because you will end up in a situation where you can’t do anything” (Missimer 2015).

**PBL experts**

Regarding the application of PBL, the experts mentioned that time is an important variable since people need to adapt to working in groups and to the PBL teaching approach. People with experiences in those contexts adapt faster. As Nygren (2015) said “in a competition setting maybe there are students that actually apply to such competitions that are you know they are masters students that have been trained in many different ways and taught with many different learning approaches so maybe wouldn't be too much of a problem now”.

PBL experts did not necessarily follow the stages of PBL in a rigid order. One of them mentioned that it is important to give the learners some kind of a foundation to start from, and another one stressed that structure is very important for successful learning situations, but following the stages was not important. One of the interviewees saw PBL as an inspiration for an iterative process that allows for reflection. The most important stage for one interviewee was the first stage, where the learners start with defining the problem with the help of the instructor, for another one it was the last stage, reflection. All PBL experts considered reflection important for learning. One expert mentioned how reflecting is especially necessary when it comes to sustainability, since sustainability requires new ways of thinking and reflection can help with that: “Maybe when it comes to sustainability this reflection part is also particularly important, because sustainability is very much about thinking in new ways, and in ways that we haven't lived or thought before, and it takes a lot of reflection to get there” (Nygren 2015).

One of the interviewees mentioned some tools that he uses to support the learners to create and develop ideas. Examples are design thinking, business model design, prototyping and lean
startup. Another interviewee mentioned brainstorming with pictures when starting with defining the problem.

**Challenge Prize organizers**

Challenge Prize organizers did not explicitly mention stages that would be similar to the PBL stages in their process or a learning process that would be especially iterative in nature. Though, as related to the first stage of PBL (Observation and information gathering), all but one Challenge Prize do present the challenge (problem) in some way to the participants, and four of them offer a way for the participants to gain further information about the problem. For the second stage (Questions, ideas and hypothesis formulation), it mostly relates to a process of creation of the ideas. Half of the organizers support the participants in this process by providing workshops, having sets of questions to help them to see the challenge in a different perspective or by providing them with mentors. For the third stage (Learning issues/Inquiry strategy), four of the Challenge Prizes had some kind of support for the participants to find information (external experts, workshops, written guides). For the fourth stage (Action plan), which is related to the actual development of the idea, half of the Challenge Prizes offer some kind of a support (a specific tool like business canvas, workshop, possibility to discuss with a stakeholder). The Challenge Prizes did not have intentional reflection times built in the process, except for one. This one had reflection questions in the curriculum provided to the participants.

One of the Challenge Prizes, who did not provide support in idea creation nor in idea development, did show intent to create a manual to support the participants. One Challenge Prize organizer mentioned that they did not have much knowledge on how the participants create or develop their ideas: “When we design the competition we set the goal like imagine that it is a sports game, like or it’s a race and we are gonna set where the finish line is, how the team gets there is totally up to them” (Bravo 2015).

**Summary**

In this theme six variables emerged from the learning expert regarding the learning process. These variables were the five stages of PBL and the iterative process. Half of the Challenge Prizes had stages that were similar to four of the stages of PBL and none included reflection (Stage 5) as part of their process, henceforth there is no scale for that stage. Also, Challenge Prizes did not present an iterative learning process; therefore there is no scale for that variable. Image 3.3 represents these scales. The far left of the scale (0) represents the variable was not present in the Challenge Prize and the far right (10) represents that it was fully present.
This theme describes the importance and practices of feedback for learning, and how feedback is given in Challenge Prizes.

**SSD experts**

All SSD experts considered feedback as very important for learning, as it deepens the learning of the participants. Two experts thought that feedback given early in the learning process allows for deep learning, but they also talked about summative feedback which is given at the end of the process. “We try to build as much formative feedback so that their intermediate deliverables, they are deliverables that we give feedback that doesn’t have a grade associate to it, because people pay more attention to it and that is more useful for people to get deeper learning from it” (Johnson 2015).

All believed that peer feedback is relevant for learning. However, two of them mentioned that there are challenges to this as the learners may be too nice or too mean when giving the feedback. Therefore, peer-to-peer feedback might be more effective if the feedback is guided by a rubric and when the feedback is not related to grading, as one of the interviewees said “...a rubric to say this is what it looks like if it is very good and this is how it looks like when it is good. So then the peers have guidance on what is expected versus I can focus on any random thing” (Missimer 2015).

**PBL experts**

Only one PBL expert talked about feedback. The expert thought that feedback should be given in two different ways, during the process or after the process. The feedback during the process is used as guidance while feedback after the process is a way to inspire the students to become independent.
**Challenge Prize organizers**

Six of the Challenge Prizes incorporated summative feedback in their process. In five Challenge Prizes there is no specific phase or a formal process for feedback; instead there is an opportunity for receiving optional feedback in workshops or from stakeholders of the process. In two Challenge Prizes all teams receive some kind of feedback from the jury or from the organizers, and that feedback could be seen as formative, as one interviewee explained: “We did provide individual feedback from the judges to each of the teams. So the teams that did not get to the finals, they got some feedback from the judges as well on how to make it better” (Tislerics 2015). One Challenge Prize did not see feedback as a relevant practice for a competition: “There isn’t a formal feedback process because this is actually a competition and they are trying to win so we don’t tell them how to make their ideas better” (Bravo 2015).

**Summary**

In this theme three variables emerged from the learning experts: summative feedback, formative feedback and peer feedback. Most of the Challenge Prizes had summative feedback, but not all of them provided formative feedback and only one provided peer feedback. There was also an opposite view that feedback should not be provided since Challenge Prize is a competition. These scales are represented in image 3.4. The far left of the scale (0) represents the variable was not present in the Challenge Prize and the far right (10) represents that it was fully present.

![Image 3.4Variables in Feedback](image)

**3.1.5 Learning in a competitive situation**

This theme describes how the learning experts saw learning in a competitive situation and how they would envision a contest with SSD content (for SSD experts) and a PBL approach (for PBL experts). It also shows how learning is currently present in Challenge Prizes on a general level.

**SSD experts**

One SSD expert was concerned that a competitive situation would foster superficial learning, since the participants would try to come up with solutions fast. This danger was considered to be higher if the prize is of high monetary value. If the prize is related to education, as an incubator period for example, the participants could be more motivated and engaged to learn
during the process. Other two could not think of specifically negative or positive consequences of learning in a competitive environment, but one had the opinion that maybe introducing the SSD concepts to the Challenge Prize would make meeting the challenge more complicated. As Missimer (2015) said “I can’t think so much impact of the challenge on SSD learning. Maybe it is the other way around; maybe the SSD part makes the challenge part more complicated”. Three of them thought about time constraints, and two saw that there was a possibility to engage people who like to compete.

PBL experts

Only two PBL experts had an opinion about learning in a competitive situation. They both mentioned that setting a structure for the learning process of a Challenge Prize contest would be very important. As for other aspects, one saw as helpful if the Challenge Prize organizers understood learning theories better and believed that if learning is the main aim of the Challenge Prize, it would probably mean that the solutions may not be exactly as expected. And the other stressed the importance of the process in terms of group work and how the participants should be made to think by themselves. He also saw a possibility for thinking about the participants as the final product, instead of only seeing the final solutions as significant outcomes. As he said: “And you have to...I mean you might not get what you think you will get or what you expect to get back. But that maybe you can still see that they learn something and that is the thing” (Jarl 2015).

Challenge Prize organizers

Challenge Prize organizers did not see any specific negative consequences related to learning in a competitive environment. On the contrary, half of the Challenge Prize organizers expressed that their contest had as one of their purposes that the participants would learn something. As related to the learning structures, three of the Challenge Prizes had a structured curriculum.

Five Challenge Prizes also stressed that Challenge Prizes can have an effect of attracting people to learning about different topics for example science, technology and innovation. As Bravo (2015) said: “I personally think that getting the public interested, getting kids interested in science, getting girls interested in science and technology like all of these things are things that prizes are very good at”. Two also saw that Challenge Prizes can raise awareness on certain topics.

Summary

In this theme one variable emerged from the learning experts: a competitive situation which aims at learning would benefit from a structured learning process. This variable appears in the scale in image 3.5. The far left of the scale (0) represents the variable was not present in the Challenge Prize and the far right (10) represents that it was fully present.


3.1.6 Core concepts of sustainability in a Challenge Prize

This theme mentions what would be identified as the most important SSD concepts for people to learn SSD and start applying them. Additionally, it was analyzed how some of those concepts are currently present in the Challenge Prizes.

SSD experts

Systems thinking, Sustainability Principles, backcasting and complexity were mentioned as core concepts of SSD by two interviewed experts: “...taking a holistic systems perspective, will mean that you will solve a problem without creating another” (Johnson 2015). Another two mentioned the Five Level Framework. And one interviewee mentioned the ABCD process, the FSSD and explaining the Sustainability Challenge through the funnel metaphor as an important aspect.

The order that one interviewee would start teaching the SSD concepts is first the Sustainability Principles, then backcasting and explaining complexity and lastly practical examples, another SSD expert would start with the systems perspective and complexity of the challenge, and then explain the Five Level Framework. That interviewee also thought it was important to teach all SSD concepts, since otherwise they are hard to understand: “...and I don’t think you can take one concept out of context, they need to come with the full package otherwise you don’t get the full picture” (Missimer 2015).

Regarding the core concepts all SSD experts mentioned that the prior knowledge of the participants affect how fast they can learn the concepts, for example engineers understand SSD concepts faster: “Engineers get the framework really quickly, persons coming from a background in performing arts, they [are] probably not going to get it so quickly” (Connell 2015). One of them also brought up the idea that the level of detail you need the participants to learn will affect how much time you spend on explaining the concepts.

Challenge Prize organizers

In general, the Challenge Prize organizers did not offer a systems perspective for their participants. Four of them offer some tools or other methods, for example business canvases, that encourage the participants to understand and analyze a local subsystem where their solution will operate. One of the Challenge Prizes offered a more holistic view of the socio-ecological system through The Nordic Built Charter that was specially designed for the topic of the Challenge Prize. And another Challenge Prize offered a partial systems perspective by having the participants consider whether their solution would have a negative impact: “We try to coach the teams [so] that they don’t create another issue by creating the solution” (Bojko 2015).
Regarding the Sustainability Principles, since the Challenge Prizes are competitions, they all had a definition of success for the challenge that appeared in the form of winning criteria. Since none of the interviewed Challenge Prizes were familiar with SSD, their definition of success was not based on the Sustainability Principles. However, they all could be seen to work with either ecological or social sustainability. One of the Challenge Prize organizers described a definition of success that was based on a charter with principles. Only one Challenge out of the interviewed challenges had a clear definition of sustainability, as explained by the interviewee: “...in general we used the Brundtland definition, sort of the three pillars of sustainability and that has been clarified or elaborated in the 10 principles of the Nordic Built Charter that are sort of specific for buildings” (Fridberg 2015).

Most of the Challenge Prizes allowed for an implicit backcasting from a vision of success, which constituted of the communicated winning criteria. One Challenge Prize did not communicate the winning criteria to the participants; however, the organizer noticed a need for communicating it: “Something we have learned this year is that we should consider publishing the rubric” (Tislerics 2015). The term backcasting was not used by the organizers.

This Challenge Prize was also the only one that referred to an activity that could be a way to explain the sustainability challenge to the participants, by providing information about wicked problems: “The information that we provide them is largely on wicked problems and circular economy and things related to that” (Tislerics 2015). None of the Challenge Prizes explained complexity-related concepts to their participants. Three Challenge Prizes offered strategic planning tools for their participants that had a similar purpose as the tools mentioned by the SSD experts (ABCD, 5LF).

Summary

In this theme eight variables emerged from the learning experts: these variables were the most important concepts of SSD. These are the Sustainability Challenge, Clear definition of sustainability, Systems thinking, Backcasting, Complexity, Strategic planning tools, Challenge addresses social sustainability and Challenge addresses ecological sustainability. Some Challenge Prizes offered a partial systems thinking for participants, an implicit possibility for backcasting, and some strategic tools and mostly no information about the Sustainability Challenge or Complexity. All interviewed Challenge Prizes address social or ecological sustainability to a certain extent. These variables are shown in image 3.6. The far left of the scale (0) represents the variable was not present in the Challenge Prize and the far right (10) represents that it was fully present.
3.1.7 Assessing Sustainability

This theme mentions different forms of assessing sustainability.

SSD experts

Two interviewees mentioned that an analysis of impact on the Sustainability Principles could be conducted. They also deemed important that the participants could analyze how their solution contributes towards solving the larger sustainability challenge: “...[the participants should] position [their solutions] in the larger sustainability challenge and [then] they justify why it is a better option or solution” (Missimer 2015), and how they would analyze the unexpected impacts.

Other two interviewees suggested using specific tools for evaluating if the ideas are in alignment with the SSD, examples were the MSPD method and the Sustainability Life Cycle Assessment based on the principles tool: “The [sustainability] life cycle assessment is pretty good, it is probably the most comprehensive in line with the framework [for Strategic Sustainable Development], if it is a product. So that is probably the best way to test that”
(Connell 2015). One of these interviewees together with another also mentioned that the participants should think about the long-term consequences of the solutions.

When visioning how a Challenge Prize contest with SSD would look like, one suggested including the Sustainability Principles to the winning criteria, so that the participants could backcast from there. Another interviewee stressed that in addition to Sustainability Principles, a performance criteria, like an evaluation standard, would be important for assessment. A second interviewee also discussed the concept of leverage points for assessing sustainability, i.e. on which leverage point the solution would be able to influence.

**Challenge Prize organizers**

Assessment in the Challenge Prizes happened through the winning criteria. Sustainability was mentioned in two of the criteria, for example, in the Nordic Built Charter: “[Sustainability] has been clarified or elaborated in the 10 principles of the Nordic Built Charter that are sort of specific for buildings” (Fridberg 2015). Two Challenge Prizes offered a tool, as the Life Cycle Assessment and BREEAM certification, to help the participants in assessing the sustainability of their solutions. Only two other Challenge Prizes had winning criteria that was defined as clearly measurable and definite, as the rest of the winning criteria were more subjective, measuring aspects as innovativeness or how realistic the solution is.

**Summary**

In this theme two variables emerged from the learning experts: Sustainability should be included in the winning criteria, and tools can be offered to support sustainability assessment. Most of the Challenge Prizes interviewed did not have these variables. A scale with each variable can be seen in image 3.7. The far left of the scale (0) represents the variable was not present in the Challenge Prize and the far right (10) represents that it was fully present.

![Image 3.7 Variables in Assessing Sustainability](image-url)

**3.1.8 Experimentation**

This theme describes how learning experts see experimenting, defined as trying out or testing the idea developed.

**SSD experts**

Two of the SSD experts saw experimentation more as an intellectual practice than actually creating physical models or prototypes. They saw experimenting as a process where an idea is presented to others and critiqued, and this could be done for example by creating representations of reality with Lego. The other two experts considered experimenting as either virtual or physical prototyping, or thought that it was useful and important. One interviewee
perceived a lot of benefits in experimenting virtually. The other one connected experimenting to being able to learn from one’s mistakes and being able to get feedback in the early stage of a process. That interviewee also talked about rapid prototyping as a good way of developing ideas and getting comment from users: “We encourage them to do really crude and simplistic way of modeling for creating a prototype to whatever solution...Then they can interact with people and get [comments]” (Johnson 2015). Three of them stressed that it is important to put the theoretical knowledge into practice and that can be achieved through experimenting.

**PBL experts**

The PBL experts saw experimentation as a way to learn, but two of them did not include it in their learning process. One interviewee said that during experimentation it is possible to learn by doing and another one said that they do a lot of it, but not very formally. However, one interviewee saw experimentation as a way to receive comments and validate ideas, and when communicating ideas through a prototype to others, the designer will understand his/her idea better: “There we do experimenting, a lot of what we are doing is not so formal, like I believe x, so I’m going to test hypothesis x, it is more like trying things out... it is also like a sense making process for articulation or communicating an idea to yourself and to others, so that you can sort of edit it” (Sims 2015).

**Challenge Prize organizers**

None of the Challenge Prizes interviewed have an actual experimentation phase. However, two of them offer a physical space for experimentation. It is important to note that even though in the cases that no space was offered, four of them said that it can be very important for the participants to experiment on their ideas because it is an opportunity for them to receive comments and validate their ideas. Therefore, depending on the challenge it can be even more important to prototype and receive customers’ opinions to evaluate the potential success of the product. One interviewee said that the experimentation can be a simple demonstration of what the final product would look like. One of the Challenge Prizes gave a tool for creating web applications to its participants to develop their solutions and with that tool the participants were able to check if their solution was functioning properly. Another one used the day of the competition to experiment on what the participants had created and see whether it worked or not.

**Summary**

From the learning experts four variables emerged related to experimentation: as a way to put theoretical knowledge into practice, as a way to virtually or physically prototype, as a way to learn by mistakes, and as a way to validate ideas. However, experimentation as a way to put theoretical knowledge into practice and as a way to learn by mistakes did not appear in any Challenge Prizes, therefore there are no scales for those variables.

Challenge Prizes did not include a specific phase for experimentation, but they thought it had value. Two Challenge Prizes encouraged for experimentation in order to get user comments and one provided a tool that allowed for experimentation.

Regarding the variable experimentation as a way to virtually or physically prototype, SIA Austria and SIA Czech Republic do not appear in the scale since their solution is not considered appropriate for prototyping because they create a social enterprise and not a product per se. These scales can be seen in image 3.8. The far left of the scale (0) represents the variable was not present in the Challenge Prize and the far right (10) represents that it was fully present.
3.1.9 Group work and Collaboration

This theme mentions the importance of group work for learning and how group work and collaboration are present in Challenge Prizes.

SSD experts

For all SSD experts, group work is a relevant aspect when learning SSD. Two interviewees believed that working in groups contribute to deep learning since people learn when they need to teach others and give examples. As Missimer (2015) said “...I think group work is important for learning any concept because...it allows you to see different perspective and have a conversation and test your understanding in others”. One expert reiterated the fact that in groups of people can learn from each other, as people are social beings and therefore learn best in a social environment.

PBL experts

One PBL expert reiterated that learning how to work in groups is essential for PBL, since it always takes place in a group environment. This approach also trains the learners in group work skills: “...benefits of doing that [working in groups] is that it actually practices you as you get the same type of knowledge as you do from other didactics but you also learn and train yourself in team work” (Jarl 2015).

Challenge Prizes organizers

All the Challenge Prizes organizers consider that group work is important, except from one interviewee that could not affirm that there is a difference of performance between groups and individuals. Two of the organizers affirmed that teams are more successful: “Personally, I feel like things are better when you are working as part of a team. I don’t think we have any individual student make it to the world pitch event, so I would say that if we are using that as a reference point then it is probably better to work as a team” (Holmes 2015).

Other aspects were also pointed out: one of the interviewees said that you need to work in groups to deal with wicked problems, which is their challenge topic, another one consider that groups need to be cohesive in order to succeed in the development of the idea and its business plan. Another two organizers commented that they have a mix of groups formed by people that knew each other before the contest and by people that did not. They did not notice a difference in performance related to this aspect.

On another level, the Challenge Prize organizers also acknowledged the importance of collaboration among the teams. Collaboration between participants was mentioned as a valuable aspect by four interviewees. Two of them believe that people collaborate when they know about what other participants need. Other two considered that the teams can learn from
each other and although they do not provide a space for this, they want to improve that by using an online platform or by promoting matchmaking events. One of these mentioned that it was good to have an open process: “They were trying to basically not share too much, which is also a design flaw from our side I would say, because actually the good things comes out of [an] open processes” (Fridberg 2015). In at least one Challenge Prize, the participants also had an opportunity to pitch their own ideas in a workshop and offer support for each other. Another two interviewees said that they recognize the need to improve this aspect and they are developing better online platforms for this to happen.

Lastly, two of the Challenge Prize organizers expressed a contradiction between the need for collaboration and between the fact that the teams were competing for a prize, and therefore would not be willing to share ideas or challenges they were encountering.

Summary

In this theme, one variable emerged: group work is important for learning. All Challenge Prizes accepted teams and most Challenge Prize organizers emphasized the fact that groups are more successful in competitions than individuals. This can be seen in image 3.9. The far left of the scale (0) represents the variable was not present in the Challenge Prize and the far right (10) represents that it was fully present.

Image 3.9 Variable in Group work and collaboration

3.1.10 Group Work Environment

This theme mentions what aspects are important for creating an environment that supports group work for learning, and how group work is supported in the Challenge Prizes.

SSD experts

When talking about good conditions for group work, one of the experts had a strong view that three is the perfect number of members in a group. The others did not have a specific point of view on that. Regarding good conditions for group work, one practitioner emphasized the need for listening, openness and no judgment: “I think there is a lot of listening, openness and no judgment and those kind of things and kind of exploring together” (Missimer 2015). Other two interviewees said that setting expectations and ground rules in the beginning is helpful. They considered that this helped to build a safe and positive space, allowing the learner to be more comfortable to make mistakes and ask questions. Finally, two interviewees said that it is important to provide some structure for the group work.

One of the interviewees discussed how the interaction in person versus online is important for learning. He mentioned that there are many online tools to help with group work, but that it is hard to reach the same high quality of having people interact in person. It is noticeable that the interaction improves if people meet at least once and then keep working in distance.
For two PBL experts, working in groups creates the challenge of social dynamics. Learning can be hindered if the group members do not get along. All of the experts mentioned that it is important that the instructor builds the structure for the group to work. This involves planning the meetings, setting a timeline, establishing ground rules and clarifying assumptions.

One expert mentioned that when time is provided for the group work, it is possible for the instructor to let go and let the conversation run freely; however, when there is a limit amount of time the instructors should structure and guide the group work more, as well as define the problem they are working on: “…if you have lot of time you can sit back and listen to them talk and then they discuss and hopefully they arrive at the goal in the end but if the time is limited then maybe sort of guide them harder against the curriculum so you don’t let them speak as much or work as much” (Jarl 2015).

Creating trust and building relationship in the group is very important according to one of the interviewees: “So it has to be a high level of trust in the group, you trust each other to do the work, you trust each other to not just do the work but to do the work in a proper way... you have a responsibilities to the others I think, so trust and also realize that each and every person in the group must do the work is valuable otherwise there will be no end result” (Nygren 2015).

When talking about the size of the groups, they had diverse opinions, one of them said that the ideal number is 5 people, while another said that it should be in between 7 and 9, the third interviewee did not have a specific number.

One of the experts also mentioned that it is valuable to leave space for informal interaction by promoting social networking, celebration and creating a collective culture. He also considers that this helps to create an inspiring competition, when talking about Challenge Prizes.

The teams are formed after the challenge is set but before the process starts and in five cases there was a workshop or an online platform that can be used to find teammates. The size of the groups varied. In general, the interviewees did not have a clear idea of how the groups work when they are on their own. One of them mentioned that having an effective team structure seems to be key to success, and another mentioned that having online tools for interaction between the group members is a common practice, but not instigated by the organizer. None of the Challenge Prizes provided support related to group work practices or methods.

From the learning experts four variables emerged regarding group work environment: it is important to set ground rules, it is important to create safe space, it is important for the group work to be structured and it is important to create trust in the groups. The Challenge Prizes had little information about how the groups work together and did not offer any support for group work processes. No scale was produced for these variables since no clear information was apparent in the data regarding them.
3.1.11 Mentors and external experts

This theme mentions the significance and role of a mentor and an external expert for a learning process. It also mentions how Challenge Prizes currently employ these forms of support for their participants.

SSD experts

All four SSD experts considered that a mentor who guides the learner through the process is more helpful than an expert offering knowledge. The mentor’s role is more about providing structure for the process and asking good questions that will allow the learner to find a solution autonomously, as explained by an interviewee: “I think a mentor is much more helpful because, by definition the role is different and the whole point of the mentor, advisor, coach or whatever is to help the group or the individual to get somewhere that they want to get” (Missimer 2015).

On the other hand, the SSD experts agreed that the help from an expert is necessary when dealing with specialized content and that would help in the development of the solutions. However, this might not be ideal for learning, since external experts tend to show the answers to the learners. One of the interviewees said that since the SSD concepts are hard to understand in detail, there is a need for an expert to teach them: “...often the SSD concepts I think...if you want to manage to understand those concepts it requires an expert to teach them in some way. I think it is such a specialized way of thinking, so it is hard to say that: here it’s a problem, go figure out, and assume that someone will come out with something similar” (Missimer 2015). Another expert mentioned the need of someone to connect theory and reality, which was mentioned as an expert’s role by another interviewee.

PBL experts

All PBL experts pointed out that in PBL the instructor has a role that would resemble more a mentor. This means they guide the learners and are careful to give enough space for the learners to find their own solutions and make their own mistakes. The mentor helps the group in the group work process and provides the necessary structure for the learning process. For one interviewee, the mentor can also give content related advice, e.g. recommend readings. Another one stressed that the mentor needs to be very aware of their role and leave enough autonomy to the students: “I have to sort of restraint myself and hold back sometimes that I maybe want to tell them. ‘Well you know if you think like this or if you do like this is going to solve a lot of problems for you’” (Jarl 2015).

Challenge Prize organizers

Two Challenge Prizes had a mentoring practice. In general, the teams were responsible for finding mentors on their own, one Challenge Prize offered a contact database for that. Two interviewees mentioned that it is important that the mentors already have some experience on a similar process. “With mentoring, the ideal is to have a number of people who have an overview and who have already experienced the stages the people have been going through” (Bojko 2015). In one Challenge Prize that works with young girls the mentors had a crucial role in supporting the girls since there was otherwise no organized workshops. In this Challenge Prize the organizers had noticed that the teams with effective mentors were most likely to succeed.

Regarding external experts, Challenge Prizes have different approaches. For one of the organizers, although they do not offer any expert support, the participants have access to the
teachers at the university in which the Challenge Prize is nested. For another Challenge Prize organizer, he said that they did not consider offering this since they expect that the participants already have the necessary expertise to solve the challenge. However, he did think that it would be helpful to have support from sustainability experts. A third organizer said that some of the mentors do have a technical expertise and they could help the participants with that, however she was also indecisive if this is good, since for her, a lot of programming, the focus of her Challenge Prize, is about figuring out by yourself. Two other organizers believed that the teams do have external experts supporting them, but they do not have information about it since it is up to the teams to decide. Lastly, there is one Challenge Prize that only offers support from experts to the finalists. The Challenge Prize organizers did not see as a problem that the external experts might provide the answers to the participants.

During the interviews, it was discovered that many experts serve as mentors for the groups or vice-versa as the mentors provided by the organizers tend to be knowledgeable on the challenge topic.

Summary

There are two variables in this theme: mentors are important for group work process and external experts can help with specific content. Challenge Prizes organizers have different approaches to mentors, but it was mentioned that having a mentor to guide the teams in the process is beneficial. In regards to external experts, they realize their benefit for content specific topics. These can be seen in image 3.10. The far left of the scale (0) represents the variable was not present in the Challenge Prize and the far right (10) represents that it was fully present.

3.1.12 Diversity

This theme discusses diversity in a learning situation, and how diversity currently appears in the Challenge Prizes.

SSD experts

All SSD experts agree that diversity is important when working in groups. Diversity in the group was seen as a positive aspect that enhances creativity and innovation by one interviewee: "Diversity is generally acknowledged as an important factor for creativity and innovative work" (Broman 2015). Another one mentioned that it also opens people’s minds and brings new perspectives. For a third interviewee, it is important to know how to deal with diversity as an asset instead of an obstacle, and for that purpose it is good to create an environment that is favorable to listening, non-judgmental and open.
**PBL experts**

All PBL experts agreed that diversity is an asset. Two of the experts pointed out that diversity in gender, age and background is very good for learning. For one interviewee, diversity brings new and different perspectives to the problem. Another one affirmed that different people will play different roles in the group. For a third interviewee, diversity is beneficial since the people can learn from each other: “I mean you want different approaches, you want different perspectives on the problem. Because that is what created the group or that’s how they learn from each other” (Jarl 2015).

**Challenge Prizes organizers**

When asked about the relevance of diversity in the Challenge Prizes, the organizers recognized the importance of it. They talked about it regarding two levels: within the group and between all the participants. Having diversity between all the participants does not necessarily mean that the teams are diverse as some Challenge Prizes are international but the teams are composed of participants from the same region.

Regarding the diversity within the groups, it is a consensus that it is important. Three interviewees emphasized that diversity in the group contributes to the development of new solutions in new and more innovative ways: “...architects tend to come up with very specific type of solutions, but here they had to work with for example some engineers or sociologists or whoever they brought into the team, and it really gave some different solutions than what these owners of the buildings were used to seeing” (Fridberg 2015). Two organizers consider this is essential and they require the groups to be diverse in the application. One of them requires participants from different educational backgrounds and the other asks questions that require a transdisciplinary approach to answer them. Three of them said that diversity is important, although they have a specific target group (e.g. just undergraduates of certain schools), reducing the diversity potential: “Diversity, it’s limited, because it’s a student program, so it is all students, this comes back from when the program started at the university” (Heatherman 2015). Finally, one organizer said that, considering that the target group is of engineers, they had difficulties in interacting with other types of participants.

Regarding diversity in general, two of the interviewees saw that operating internationally or regionally made the Challenge Prize diverse.

**Summary**

Diversity is a variable that emerged from the learning experts and it appears in the Challenge Prizes in two levels, within the teams and in general. For Challenge Prizes organizers, diversity within the groups is a benefit and some of them requested the teams to be diverse. They also mentioned the diversity regarding all participants and they realized that can be limited by the definition of a target group. Two of them tackle this aspect by working internationally. These two variables are represented in image 3.11. The far left of the scale (0) represents the variable was not present in the Challenge Prize and the far right (10) represents that it was fully present.
3.1.13 Supporting Information Finding

This theme mentions the significance of supporting the learners to find information and how the Challenge Prizes currently do it.

SSD experts

Only one SSD expert mentioned the importance of having accessible materials for the learners for further information, but reading materials and videos were recommended to use as support to learning by two experts.

“These [materials] should be free and easy for the participants to find by themselves” (Connell 2015).

PBL experts

Only one PBL expert mentioned that if the problem requires understanding of a particular topic, the teacher can support the participants by providing this knowledge. Regarding the sustainability aspect, the interviewee said that it could be beneficial to present the participants with the foundations of sustainability before defining the problem, so that they can examine the concepts that they need to solve the challenge.

Challenge Prizes organizers

For seven Challenge Prizes organizers, it is important to provide information about topics related to the challenge. Only one organizer said that they do not support the participants with further information that might be relevant to the solution. For the others, five provided information related to the challenge on their website, as materials about relevant topics, and they also had a questions and answers section online. Three of them also provided information on workshops or visits to places relevant to the challenge. “We provide them the big picture, but I think they need to go into more detail individually” (Tislerics 2015).

One issue that arose was the fact that if the contest is international, more effort is needed in translating materials and if there are workshops, the language the workshops are held in may restrict participation.

Summary

One variable emerged from the learning experts regarding providing information: the learners should have free accessible information. Challenge Prize organizers recognize the importance of providing the participants with relevant information about the challenge and they do that in different forms. Two Challenge Prizes do not provide any support. In image 3.12 it is possible
to see this variable in a scale. The far left of the scale (0) represents the variable was not present in the Challenge Prize and the far right (10) represents that it was fully present.

*Image 3.12 Variable in Supporting the participants in finding information*
4 Discussion

In this thesis we researched how SSD concepts are taught, how the PBL approach is used in practice and how learning is present in Challenge Prizes. We looked at how learning currently happens in Challenge Prizes and how their processes could be further improved with the help of PBL, in order to include learning about SSD.

We identified different conditions, methods and areas that facilitate learning and observed how those are present or lacking in the interviewed Challenge Prizes.

4.1 How do Challenge Prizes facilitate learning?

The process of a Challenge Prize is just one part of the whole design of a Challenge Prize, and is therefore influenced by factors that are not taking place in the actual process. As stated in the introduction, the process of a Challenge Prize takes place between the launch of the challenge and the awarding of the prize. Even though events before the launch of the contest and after awarding the prize were not studied in this research, we acknowledge that some of their aspects affect the process. For example, in this research the nature of the prize to be awarded appeared as a factor relating to the participants’ motivation to learn and could be further studied. Setting the challenge and creating the winning criteria also happens before the actual process but was found to have a high influence on the participants’ learning.

Although we acknowledge all of the above, our data was focused on the actual process. When analyzing the data, we noticed some patterns in relation to learning in the specific cases that were interviewed.

About half of the Challenge Prizes that were interviewed had learning as one of their goals. However, only some of these offered support for the learning process of the participants. The Challenge Prize that offered most support for participants in regards to learning was Technovation, which also had a strong focus on learning for the participants, instead of focusing only on competition. Also SIA Austria and SIA Czech Republic saw learning as one of their goals and supported that. On the other hand, Nordic Built Challenge and Green Challenge did not support their participants in relation to learning, even if they stated it as their goal. The reason for not supporting the participants in these contests was related to assumed expertise of the participants and to the fact that it was assumed the participants would get enough support from elsewhere.

The interviewed Challenge Prizes that most emphasized the competitive nature of the prizes (e.g. XPrize) also offered least support for the participants for their learning process. They also justified this by explaining that they are all about competition and the teams need to come up with the solutions without support.

Some Challenge Prizes had incorporated learning opportunities for the participants so that they could create better solutions (e.g. by offering challenge related information or supporting the development of practical skills), even if they did not state learning as their overall goal. The participants learned by doing while working on their solutions. As stated in learning theories, applying theoretical knowledge to practice increases the understanding of the learner, making his/her knowledge more applicable and accessible. Though, if the organizers focus mainly on the quality of the solutions it may mean that the contest may favor people who have significant prior expertise on the specific challenge and perhaps already bring an idea that can be
developed into a solution. On the other hand, if learning is the main purpose of the Challenge Prize, it is accessible to more people but the solutions might be of lower quality.

In this research we identified several practices in Challenge Prizes that facilitate learning. Some of the practices are an innate part of every Challenge Prize process while others are added in the design by some organizers in order to foster learning in the participants.

Innate areas of every Challenge Prize process that foster learning are group work, collaboration, bringing together diverse groups of stakeholders, creating and developing an idea and learning by assessing a solution. All the interviewed Challenge Prizes provided opportunities for group work, which allows the participants to learn teamwork skills and can help in creating more innovative ideas. They also offer spaces for collaboration and therefore foster social learning. Additionally, they also commonly bring people from diverse backgrounds together, offering possibilities to learn by obtaining different perspectives through interaction among the participants. Moreover, creativity and design skills can be learned through the creation and development of the solution and assessing the solutions against the winning criteria, which was commonly communicated to the participants. Many of the interviewed Challenge Prizes also offer feedback to their participants, when they submit their ideas, which allow the participants to better understand how their ideas could be further developed.

In addition to these learning aspects that are shared by all Challenge Prizes, some organizers offer opportunities to learn through providing information and expertise that is related to their challenge, for example, by providing workshops, external expert assistance, lectures and reading materials.

It would be helpful for the organizers to be aware of PBL and other learning theories, in order to better incorporate learning through areas identified in this research. It was clear for the researchers that the Challenge Prizes could benefit from recommendations in order to better support learning. Specific opportunities for improvement included supporting group work in different ways, creating the learning process in a structured and iterative way, using varied methods of teaching, providing reflection opportunities, supporting idea creation and development and supporting diversity and collaboration among participants in a more effective manner.

4.2 In what ways could the learning process of sustainability-oriented Challenge Prizes be improved by a rigorous application of Problem-based Learning?

In this research we looked at Challenge Prizes as a concept that naturally relies on Problem-based Learning, since they are centered on real-life problems that participants are trying to solve.

During the interviews, the learning experts stated PBL appears to be used as a philosophical approach when designing learning experiences and that its different stages are not followed rigorously. The application of PBL usually happens with the design of a learning experience based on the core aspects of PBL, such as group work, collaboration, the search for a solution to a complex problem and having a tutor to guide the group process.
The gaps and opportunities for improvement related to PBL that became apparent in the research are related to the support that the organizers can offer to the participants in their group processes and in the development of the solution.

4.2.1 Application of PBL in the context of a Challenge Prize

When Challenge Prizes intend to create a learning process for their participants, they could benefit from being aware of the PBL approach and by adapting it to their context.

The Challenge Prizes already rely on aspects similar to PBL as there is clear intention to solve a problem via group work. Furthermore, some of the Challenge Prizes have a process with stages that resemble some stages of PBL.

Guiding the Learning Process

Both from the PBL literature as well as from the interview with the experts, we noticed that in PBL the learning experience is led by a tutor that has a different role than a teacher traditionally has. The tutor provides the structure to the process, guiding the learners and helping them to follow the process. Some Challenge Prizes already seem to be familiar with the role of mentors to support the participants during the process; who have a similar role as tutor in PBL. However, they could be oriented in order to better do their job if the organizers would be aware of PBL and the role a tutor has in the theory. The interviewees also discussed the difference between a mentor who guides the process by for example asking questions, and an expert who provides knowledge and expertise. The role of mentor was seen more useful for the learning experience. In the Challenge Prizes the same people often play both roles. Lectures or other complementary forms of training to participants could be conducted by external experts. This would allow Challenge Prizes to rely on external collaborators to support both the process as well as specific content, eliminating the need to have all expertise in their organization.

Supporting the participants in the different stages of PBL

When analyzing how the Challenge Prizes currently present stages and practices that relate to the stages of PBL, we noticed that they offer different types of support that refer indirectly to different stages, even if their design was not purposely based on PBL. For example, the researched Challenge Prizes currently offer workshops, lectures, materials and tools, as well as an opportunity to access mentors and external experts. By doing this, they provide support that is useful for the participants to acquire more specific knowledge as well as for the development of their solution. However, there seems to be a space for improvement of practices that could help the Challenge Prizes to better support the participants in creating their ideas, as well as in reflecting about their experience.

In the first stage, Observation and Information Gathering, according to the learning experts and the PBL theory, there is a need to present the problem/challenge of the learning situation in a clear and specific form. For supporting this stage, the organizers could have available resources for the participants to find further information about the challenge. This research indicates a traditional lecture is often the most effective method for providing initial theoretical knowledge. This stage could also be supported by a workshop for the participants to explore the problem together, allowing the participants to benefit from the diversity of opinions and perspectives.

The second stage, Questions, Ideas and Hypothesis formulation was interpreted to be a phase in Challenge Prizes when the participants can formulate questions and create ideas for the
solution. We searched for signs of the Challenge Prize organizers supporting this stage. According to our interviewees, this stage seemed to be a responsibility of each group. To improve support for idea creation, the Challenge Prize organizers could support the participants in seeing the challenge in different ways. Combined with their previous knowledge they could identify the questions which will be fundamental for the next steps, as mentioned by PBL theory. This could be achieved for example with brainstorming sessions or templates with questions about the challenge.

The third stage, Learning issues or Inquiry Strategy, is a phase where the groups are collaborating between themselves or with other stakeholders to acquire the knowledge they may need for developing a solution. This stage was identified in this research to exist in some form in all Challenge Prizes and be supported by the organizers with workshops, dialogue meetings with stakeholders or by having a database of external experts that could offer the participants specific knowledge related to the topic of the challenge.

The fourth stage, Action Plan, is a phase that is more particular to each group, since it is the actual development of their solutions. In this phase, Challenge Prizes offer tools related to planning and business development for the participants, which is helpful and some of them also already offer mentors. However, the Challenge Prizes could definitely more commonly offer mentors that have been through similar processes and have experience in the field.

The final stage in PBL is Reflection and since it is critical to enhance the overall learning experience, it is discussed further in the subsection below.

Reflection is essential for learning

Reflection is perceived as essential for learning according to the learning experts, and in the literature reflection is seen as necessary to address the Sustainability Challenge. According to theory and learning experts, reflection is the last stage of PBL, but it should actually be part of an iterative process, happening throughout the learning experience. The researched Challenge Prizes do not have an intentional reflection process. By intentionally reflecting about their process, the participants could become more aware of their learning, which would enhance deeper learning of the new knowledge, as well as enhance the skills they developed in group work. The achieved deeper learning would also help the participants to apply it to the solution.

The reflection process does not necessarily need to be incorporated into all stages of the Challenge Prize, since this could be overwhelming. However, organizers should consider integrating reflection where it can add additional value by enabling deeper learning which may result in better solutions. One option could be for organizers to support the participants in adopting reflection practices themselves. They could do this by providing reflection templates or questions, or by encouraging reflection within the group. By doing this, organizers could support the participants and assist them in retaining the new learning so they can apply it even after the Challenge Prize. Another option could be to include short reflection moments during events when the participants gather together or on an online platform.

4.2.2 The learning conditions

Diversity

According to literature and the learning experts interviewed, diversity is important in enhancing innovation. Both the interviewees and theory state it is critical for solving current sustainability problems, as it brings different perspectives together, which can help with
understanding the complexity of the problems the teams are trying to address. The interviewed
Challenge Prize organizers also recognized the benefits of having a diverse pool of participants.
However, we consider the diversity they advocated to be limited since it was mostly related to
different educational backgrounds versus for example representing different age groups, ethnic
backgrounds or genders. An example to encourage diversity that was seen in some of the
Challenge Prizes can be the rules around the entry requirements for teams. Furthermore,
diversity could be increased through offering possibilities for all the participants and teams to
collaborate in innovative ways that are suitable for the contest (e.g. video conferencing, social
collaboration platforms, etc).

**Collaboration and group work**

Collaboration and group work are a major aspect of PBL. For PBL, group work is a
requirement. The Challenge Prizes already understand the benefits of group work. The learning
experts mentioned that when working in groups there is a need to create a safe space, which
they defined as an open, trusting and non-judgmental atmosphere that encourages inquiry.
Thus, to improve collaboration and group work, the Challenge Prize organizers could provide
information and guidance on how to create a safe space. This could be done by providing some
examples of practices that can create trust and safe spaces in groups. We understood that some
Challenge Prizes did not want to interfere in the way that groups work, however they could
provide support for them to create a favorable environment for their work. It is important to
notice that online interaction is not as good for certain types of learning and group work as
interacting in person.

Also, Challenge Prizes could provide the groups with mentors. They are important in the
learning process as they can provide the structure for the group process and also guide the idea
creation and development process by asking questions. When the mentor has experiences with
similar process or in the field, he/she can help the learners by sharing the experiences and
inspiring the learners to overcome challenges.

Additionally, having the different groups collaborate between each other could help to bring
more benefits of diversity as they would learn from a larger pool of participants. This could
happen on an online platform or during workshops and other types of events. These practices
were already common in some Challenge Prizes, although more could be done to benefit from
them fully.

For example, Challenge Prizes could benefit from opening more spaces and opportunities for
the groups to interact. It is understood that the competitive environment may discourage people
from interacting but the Challenge Prizes could invest more time and effort on creating the
right conditions to foster interaction by creating safe spaces that increase collaboration. Also,
it may be advisable for organizers to encourage participants to share their needs and challenges.
This could help them become more willing to help each other as everyone is going through the
same process.

**Challenges should be complex, realistic and specific**

The learning experts and PBL theory emphasized the need to have a challenge that is specific,
realistic and complex in the context of a learning process. According to the learning experts,
the way to solve the problem should not be specific but the winning criteria in the contest
should. It was common for the Challenge Prizes to have a broad challenge and then for the
participants to identify a smaller challenge within the larger one. This was similar to the
research findings which show when applying PBL; the problem is sometimes defined by the
learners, based on information presented to them. In a Challenge Prize it is necessary to have a clear and specific challenge in order to define the boundaries of the solutions and the performance standards related to them. This will help the participants have a clearer idea of what they need to learn and develop in terms of solutions in order to effectively address the challenge. Having clear learning goals in mind will help the participants engage and achieve deeper learning.

**Different Forms of Feedback**

Although feedback does not appear strongly in PBL theory, the PBL experts agreed that feedback is essential for deeper learning. Feedback is especially valuable when it is given in earlier stages of the process, since the learners are able to identify what they are doing well and focus on bridging any identified gaps. Researched Challenge Prizes include feedback practices; however they are implemented at later stages and only for finalists. Given this, in order to better support learning and for the creation of better solutions, it would be appropriate to provide the participants with feedback early in the process. The organizers could incorporate feedback throughout the whole Challenge Prize process. Peer to peer feedback could also be incorporated since it can foster further collaboration and it can also be cost effective for the organizers, since it does not require as much working hours from them. The organizers could support this by providing guidance for feedback practice and a rubric for the feedback, since learning experts emphasized that feedback is more effective when there is some guidance on how to do it.

**Summary**

PBL would be more appropriately applied in Challenge Prizes in a subtle way, and the Challenge Prize organizers would benefit from understanding and using it as an inspiration when planning their processes. Currently, many of the Challenge Prizes already include some of the core aspects of PBL, even if the organizers are not aware of the approach as such. They currently have practices and stages that enable learning according to PBL. Some organizers are willing and interested in improving those aspects in order to enhance learning, which can be done with the support of PBL theory.

**4.3 Could the learning processes of sustainability-oriented Challenge Prizes be changed in order to better facilitate learning about Strategic Sustainable Development? If so, how?**

In this research, we identified conditions that are favorable for learning SSD. As explained before, Challenge Prizes already offer conditions in varying degrees that enhance learning. Group work and diversity, which are identified as important for learning SSD, are already encouraged by Challenge Prizes. To integrate SSD into the learning process organizers should consider giving participants an opportunity to learn a foundation of SSD concepts, and the Challenge Prize organizer needs to consider designing the contest in a way that embeds SSD. When the challenge is set in this way, it will allow the deepest learning about SSD for the participants of the contest, since they will be able to implement the theory into solutions.
4.3.1 Including SSD in the process of a sustainability-oriented Challenge Prize

The organizers of a sustainability-oriented Challenge Prize need to consider SSD when developing the process of a Challenge Prize. They need to understand how their challenge fits in the larger Sustainability Challenge and understand the Sustainability Principles in order to incorporate them in the winning criteria, along with other challenge specific criteria. The participants need to understand the core concepts of SSD so they can apply them in their solutions to create solutions that can address the larger Sustainability Challenge. For the participants to be able to learn, the organizers need to consider if the environment that they are creating is optimal for learning SSD. The process of the Challenge Prize should include different actions that will allow for the deeper learning such as supporting the participants by providing opportunities to reflect and providing feedback on ideas, supporting them in their group processes, providing and experimentation phase and supporting them in how to create and develop ideas. Some of these actions were already explained in the context of PBL, but others will be explained in more detail below.

Conditions that support learning SSD

A non-judgmental and open environment, with a possibility to ask questions and make mistakes, create conditions that are favorable for learning SSD concepts. In this research, it was noticed that these characteristics are probably lacking in the Challenge Prizes we researched. In order to address this, trust building exercises could be integrated into the process. Also, the Challenge Prizes we researched could benefit from varied teaching methods to engage different learning styles and an iterative structure of the learning process, since they were generally lacking in the researched Challenge Prizes. The organizers could take this into account while planning the contest, and use intentional feedback and reflection tasks, as well as help from PBL stages to create an iterative learning process. The Challenge Prize environment would naturally lend itself for exploring different teaching methods through incorporating learning by different methods and embracing the learning by doing nature of the contests.

The prizes that are awarded in the contest can also have an effect on the collaborative atmosphere of the contest. When designing the contest, organizers could consider how the prize can foster a collaborative atmosphere, by rewarding more teams or thinking about how the prize could foster altruistic motivations for example.

Learning the core concepts of SSD

According to theory, in order to address the Sustainability Challenge a systems perspective and a focus on principles and concepts are needed. In order to create a Challenge Prize environment that fosters learning about sustainability, it is recommended to offer the participants a thorough foundation of the core concepts of SSD as part of the process of the Challenge Prize, in order to help them create sustainable solutions. Using SSD as a definition for sustainability will allow the participants to have a clear vision of a sustainable solution they are creating. Understanding the Sustainability Challenge and its complexity, together with systems thinking, will allow the participants to see the interconnectedness and complexity of the socio-ecological system. They will also be able to understand that when they are planning their solution, they need to be aware that small changes in the system may lead to unexpected consequences.

When creating their solutions, the Sustainability Principles combined with other challenge specific winning criteria will allow the participants to backcast from this vision and develop
their solution. The FSSD can be used as a tool to support the participants to strategically develop their solutions as they will be able to organize the different concepts they come across when designing their solution and identify any gaps and further opportunities.

In order to educate participants on SSD core concepts, specialized expertise should be considered to convey the first overview of them. SSD concepts can be hard to grasp for a participant who is unfamiliar with them. However, the prior knowledge and background of participants affects how quickly they can learn these concepts and should be taken into account. The Challenge Prize organizers currently support the participants with different kinds of expert knowledge that is related to their particular challenge through offering consultancy from external experts, readings and workshops, showing that there is space for providing information about SSD.

Process of creating and developing an idea at a sustainability-oriented Challenge Prize

Before the idea creation process, it is important to explain the larger sustainability challenge to the participants, so they can understand how the challenge in that contest can address it. The initial process of creating the idea would be more appropriate if free and not yet constrained by SPs, since the SSD experts expressed that if the initial creation of solutions starts with the constraints of sustainability principles, it may limit the imagination and creativity of the participants, and they also acknowledged that no solution is ever completely sustainable. Constraining the idea with the SPs would be helpful later in the process, since the boundaries of the Sustainability Principles can act as beneficial restraints and actually enhance creativity.

After understanding the core concepts of SSD, participants can work on an idea formulated at the start of the process or refine an idea they brought into the contest. In any case, they can develop or refine the idea during the process within the constraints of the Sustainability Principles. The SPs should be included in the winning criteria, along with other challenge specific criteria.

One action that would assist in learning SSD and creating better solutions would be experimentation. Theory mentions that Challenge Prizes are a space where experimentation can happen and SSD experts see experimentation as important for learning SSD concepts. The learning experts considered it as a way for the participants to learn by doing and to validate their ideas. However, Challenge Prizes did not provide a phase for experimentation, even though the organizers saw the importance of it. Experimentation would also allow the participants to get user feedback on the ideas, develop better solutions to the challenge as well as learn more effectively by applying theory into practice and learning from their mistakes.

Summary

During the research we understood that the most crucial part of adding understanding of sustainability to the Challenge Prizes is defining the challenge and creating appropriate winning criteria. The criteria should encourage participants to create solutions in alignment with the SPs. Based on this research it is possible to envision a Challenge Prize process that would help participants learn SSD.

That process would include SSD in five levels as seen through the lens of the FSSD, which shows a clear overview of a sustainability-oriented Challenge Prize, since the FSSD allows for strategic planning towards sustainability. On the Systems level, in the design of the process of the Challenge Prize, SSD would be taken into account while setting the challenge so that the challenge is understood as part of the larger Sustainability Challenge. The Success level would
comprise of the winning criteria that include the Sustainability Principles and any other criteria deemed important by the organizer. The Strategic level would allow the participants to backcast from the winning criteria as it would be communicated to the participants. The Actions level would consist of the different actions that help creating a learningful process for the participants, for example the participants could be supported with feedback, support for group work, spaces to experiment and encouragement for reflection. The participants would be supported in the creation and development of ideas that would align with the Sustainability Principles, by teaching them the SSD concepts in workshops, online classes, or with videos or readings. On Tools level the participants would be offered tools that help them assess the sustainability of their ideas, for example MSPD and Sustainability Life Cycle Assessment. Table 4.1 shows this in a summarized form.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Level</th>
<th>Characteristics of Sustainable Challenge Prize</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Systems</td>
<td>Setting the challenge with larger Sustainability Challenge in mind/Understanding the systems perspective</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Success</td>
<td>Winning criteria with the SPs (in addition to other possible criteria)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strategic</td>
<td>Communication of winning criteria to participants to allow backcasting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Actions</td>
<td>Actions that create a learningful process: support for group work process, offering experimenting, feedback and reflection phases, creating safe spaces for learning, support for finding information on sustainability and challenge related topics.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tools</td>
<td>Tools that help the participants create sustainable solutions: Sustainability Life Cycle Assessment, FSSD (in addition to other tools that are relevant to Challenge)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.1Sustainability Challenge Prize through the lens of the FSSD

4.4 In what way could sustainability-oriented Challenge Prizes, supported by Problem-based Learning, help facilitate learning for Strategic Sustainable Development?

Challenge Prizes have a history of creating scientific and technological breakthroughs (Masters and Delbecq 2008); therefore they can be highly useful to address current problems we have in society. Challenge Prizes can also be utilized to spread awareness on a specific topic. According to this research, sustainability-oriented Challenge Prizes can create positive change towards sustainability in two ways: by growing capacity in people towards moving society to a sustainable future and by creating solutions that are aligned with the SSD approach.

In order to address the sustainability challenge, there is a need for new ways of thinking and for an approach that can help dealing with the complexity of the challenge, by introducing concepts and principles, and offering ways to understand the whole socio-ecological system. SSD is an approach that proposes a clear definition of sustainability, based on principles, and that incorporates concepts such as systems thinking and a framework that are helpful when addressing complex problems. As for sustainability-oriented Challenge Prizes, they hold potential for a space in which people can understand the Sustainability Challenge. If they incorporate SSD thinking in their process that would allow the participants to learn about different ways to address the Sustainability Challenge, therefore they would be able to contribute to a more sustainable society.
According to this research, understanding of the many aspects that are crucial for addressing the larger Sustainability Challenge were missing from the researched Challenge Prizes, for example understanding the larger Sustainability Challenge and its complexity, and understanding of the planet Earth as a socio-ecological system in which everything is interrelated. Therefore implementing SSD could allow the Challenge Prizes to include concepts that will help the participants to understand and define sustainability, grow sustainability related skills, and implement the learned content by creating sustainable solutions.

Learning for sustainability requires deep learning and alternative approaches that allow for cross-disciplinary thinking. PBL is an approach with these characteristics and is also already implicitly found in Challenge Prizes. Therefore, they could benefit from incorporating it in order to design an effective learning process. Also sustainability-related Challenge Prize processes can be supported by Problem-based Learning (PBL), since it gives a structured approach for a learning process that also incorporates factors that are crucial for learning SSD, as has been noticed in previous research (Missimer and Connell 2012) and in this study. The organizers of Challenge Prizes that aim for learning about sustainability would benefit from being aware of the PBL approach and use it as an inspiration when planning their Challenge Prize.

There are some main characteristics that need to be considered in order to create a learningful experience for sustainability. The proposed challenge should be specific, complex and real as mentioned by learning experts and theory. The inclusion of reflection, group work, experimentation phases, creation of conditions that are favorable for learning and collaboration among diverse people in the Challenge Prize process are all essential to PBL and learning the SSD. Having a sustainability-oriented Challenge Prize that is structured around a pedagogical approach that allows the participants to implement the theory into a practical solution will help them to gain skills and knowledge about SSD. Therefore, the participants will be better informed and prepared to contribute for society’s movement towards sustainability.

Also, a structured learning process could benefit both the participants in their learning process and the Challenge Prize organizers, due to the higher likelihood of more innovative and better solutions. The systems thinking approach of SSD could allow the organizers to have a clear understanding of how their potential challenge is related to the larger Sustainability Challenge and help them design the contest accordingly. It will also help the participants to consider how their solutions might impact the Sustainability Challenge, by avoiding unexpected consequences.

A realization that emerged during the research was that many of the Challenge Prize organizers actually see the impact of Challenge Prizes in creating public awareness around certain concepts, and therefore motivating large numbers of people to become enthusiastic to learn a certain topic. Learning in Challenge Prizes is different from traditional education and can engage people that would not be interested in taking part in courses or formal education about sustainability. Therefore, sustainability-oriented Challenge Prizes could be an interesting concept for learning sustainability in a fun and innovative way, being problem-based, collaborative, centered around new ideas and interaction among diverse, unlikely stakeholder groups. While the participants create the solutions for the contest, they simultaneously address the larger Sustainability Challenge, and most of all, they are able to learn sustainability related skills that they can use later.

The most important realization that emerged was that sustainability-oriented Challenge Prizes can be very good environments for learning SSD. This is because they allow the learners to
implement the learned content into a solution and understand the theory from a practical viewpoint and by learning by doing, which in turn allows for higher levels of comprehension and is particularly useful for learning the SSD concepts.

Since addressing the Sustainability Challenge requires learning, transformed ways of thinking and opportunities for reflecting the new knowledge, sustainability-oriented Challenge Prizes could be a way to offer a space for this shift in thinking to happen, if they implemented the SSD thinking and created better learning processes.

4.5 Recommendations for Challenge Prize organizers

Based on the discussion of the results we created a list of recommendations for Challenge Prize organizers that are planning a sustainability-oriented Challenge Prize. These recommendations can be taken into account while planning the process of the Challenge Prize. We acknowledge that the organizers might not be informed about SSD and we recommend that when willing to create a sustainability-oriented Challenge Prize they need to consult with an SSD expert.

Recommendations related to inclusion of SSD in the Challenge Prize:

- When setting the challenge, it is recommended that the organizers understand the relation of the challenge to the larger sustainability challenge. It is beneficial for the challenge to be complex, realistic and specific.
- Including the Sustainability Principles in the winning criteria, along with other challenge related criteria will help the creation of more sustainable solutions. It is helpful if the participants start their idea creation process without the constraints of the principles, and then modify their idea to align with the principles at later stages in the process.
- Communicating the winning criteria will allow the participants to backcast from it.
- It would be beneficial if tools for sustainability assessment are provided to the participants, so they can assess their own solutions.

Recommendations related to creating a learningful environment:

- The overall process of the Challenge Prize can benefit significantly if the challenge is structured around learning and if the process has an iterative nature.
- Structuring the process of the Challenge Prize based on the PBL stages as an inspiration, and offering support for understanding the challenge, creating an idea, offering expert knowledge on subject matter and offering support for idea development, can be beneficial.
- The process can benefit from having feedback incorporated in early phases and also of incorporating peer-to-peer feedback.
- The organizers would benefit from groups working more effectively, if they support the group process and create the right conditions for collaboration. For example, they should consider providing mentors and guidance around effective group work practices. Encouraging collaboration of all participants and sharing ideas, knowledge and expertise would be beneficial for organizers and participants.
- The organizers would enhance deeper learning if they included reflection phases into the process.
- The organizers would benefit from creating learningful spaces, allowing for non-judgment and trust, in order for the participants to feel safe to ask questions and make mistakes.
• It would be beneficial to include experimentation phases in the process, designed in a way that is appropriate for the challenge, by for example allowing for virtual or physical prototyping.

If these recommendations are taken into consideration by the organizer while planning the Challenge Prize, the participants will likely be able to learn better during the Challenge Prize process and create solutions to the challenges that are more sustainable.

4.6 Future Research

Upon completion of our research we realized that there are several areas of potential future research. This is because learning in Challenge Prizes has not been greatly researched. One possible area of future research would be the learning experience from the participants’ perspective. And the impact of the learning could be investigated further to explore if the participants achieved deeper learning and whether they are able to use the skills they learned after the contest. Other areas of the Challenge Prize design that also affect learning, for example how the awarded prizes could actually foster altruistic motivations and collaboration instead of competition, could be further investigated.

Another aspect for future research could be how long the duration of the contest should be to in order for the participants to learn and apply SSD. It could also be investigated, whether Challenge Prizes could be used to motivate people to become interested about sustainability and whether the solutions created in Challenge Prizes could actually be within the constraints of the Sustainability Principles.
5 Conclusion

It is imperative for humankind to understand the Sustainability Challenge. However, understanding the Sustainability Challenge is just the beginning, since we need to learn ways to address it and to contribute to a more sustainable society. Change towards sustainability requires new ways of thinking and capacity in people to implement the needed changes (Hjorth and Bagheri 2006). In order to move in this direction, there is a need to adopt a holistic perspective that can be achieved by deep learning, which refers to finding underlying meanings and developing analytical skills (Warburton 2003). Sustainability-oriented Challenge Prizes are an environment that has potential to allow people to become aware of the Sustainability Challenge and learn about it. Also, Challenge Prizes are an approach that can foster innovation and positive change through competition (Masters and Delbecq 2008).

This research investigated how Challenge Prize process can facilitate learning about Strategic Sustainable Development with the support of Problem-based Learning (PBL). As understood in this research, sustainability-oriented Challenge Prizes offer a space for addressing the Sustainability Challenge through learning, while also holding potential to produce sustainable solutions as an outcome. They already incorporate many aspects that are needed for learning sustainability, for example diverse participants, interdisciplinary environment, group work, independent learning, and others mentioned before. In order to foster deeper learning about sustainability they should incorporate SSD, so that the participants will be able to understand the complexity of the Sustainability Challenge, adopt a systems perspective and be offered a clear definition for sustainability. In order to further enhance learning for sustainability, the learning processes could be improved by the application of PBL.

While sustainability-oriented Challenge Prize processes offer that space for more people to learn about sustainability, guidance is needed for the Challenge Prizes to reach their full potential in moving society towards sustainability, which could happen through implementing SSD. In this research, we offer recommendations that were based on the information acquired from different learning experts and strongly recommend for the organizers to seek expertise in incorporating SSD.

To include learning for sustainability in their processes, Challenge Prizes can benefit from following a loose structure of PBL and they would benefit from including sustainability into their design by understanding the systemic relationships of the challenge and including the Sustainability Principles into the winning criteria. Also, the learning process of the participants could be supported by teaching core concepts of SSD and including feedback, reflection, experimentation, creation of environments that support group work, collaboration and information finding. Although, learning for the participants is often not the main goal of Challenge Prizes, increasing the participants’ knowledge and skills could also result in better, more sustainable solutions and therefore be of interest for the organizers.

Further research on this sustainability-oriented Challenge Prize process is still required in order to see its potential and validity.

We hope that the Challenge Prizes organizers use this information to create a process for their sustainability-oriented Challenge Prizes that will enable the participants to learn about SSD and create more sustainable solutions. Hence, supporting society on the move towards a sustainable future.
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### Appendix A: Exploratory Interviewees

The following table is a list of the exploratory interviews conducted with the Challenge Prizes organizers.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Challenge Prize</th>
<th>Person Interviewed</th>
<th>Position</th>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Short description of the Challenge Prize</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Innonatives</td>
<td>Ursula Tischner</td>
<td>Manager at European Sustainability Maker Project</td>
<td>Germany</td>
<td>The process of this Challenge Prize happens online, and includes several sustainability related challenges running simultaneously. They accept both individuals and groups to compete. The prize they offer depends on the challenge.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Challenge Prize Brazil</td>
<td>Cesar Levy Franca</td>
<td>Founder of the challenge</td>
<td>Brazil</td>
<td>This challenge will be based in an academic setting which aims at teaching sustainability. This challenge is still in its developing stages therefore not much detail about it was provided.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Students competition</td>
<td>Clare Mills</td>
<td>Project Manager</td>
<td>Sweden</td>
<td>SC is an organization which organizes different challenges and therefore has different processes depending on the challenge. They have been working with Challenge Prizes for years. They accept both individuals and groups to compete. The prize they offer depends on the challenge.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**Appendix B: Gap Analysis**

This table shows how the information acquired from the exploratory interviews and from the literature review was organized and what questions arose.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Level</th>
<th>Questions that arose</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Systems - Challenge Prizes:</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• The global socio-ecological system (society within the biosphere)</td>
<td>Do they relate their challenge to the bigger sustainability challenge?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Participants</td>
<td>Who are the participants?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Good definition of the challenge (Specific, Complex, Realistic)</td>
<td><strong>How does the Challenge Prize process look like?</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Prize</td>
<td>What Prize do they give?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Different stages in the process</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Success:</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• A society that complies with the Sustainability Principles</td>
<td>Do they have a clear winning criteria?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Winning Criteria</td>
<td>Do they include sustainability in their winning criteria?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Their overall purpose</td>
<td><strong>What is</strong> their overall purpose learning?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Strategic Guidelines:</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Backcasting from success; the three prioritization questions (as a minimum)</td>
<td>Do they communicate the winning criteria?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Communicating the winning criteria (definition of success)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Actions:</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• The actions that help move the global socio-ecological system towards sustainability</td>
<td>Do they have actions that support the participants to learn?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Experimenting</td>
<td>Do they have actions that give feedback to the participants?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Creating possibilities to learn SSD</td>
<td>Do they have space for reflection?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Creating diverse groups</td>
<td>Do they have space for experimenting?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Supporting the participants</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Creating possibilities for interaction</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Giving feedback</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Reflecting</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Creating workshops</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Tools:</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• The tools that support efforts to reach global sustainability</td>
<td>Do they offer tools to support the participants in the different actions?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• FSSD</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Group work tools</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Facilitation tools</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Assessment tools</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Strategic models</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Appendix C: Interview Questions

Following are the interview questions asked to each set of interviewees.

Questions for SSD Experts

Please explain a little about yourself and your experience of teaching SSD concepts.

Key components of SSD

When you have limited time, what are the most important SSD concepts to teach in order to develop a sustainable idea?

Is there an optimum order to teach the SSD concepts? If yes, what is your process for doing this?

Learning environment for SSD

What methods do you use to teach SSD?

What are good characteristics of the interaction in the process for learning about SSD? We would like to focus on the importance of the student’s autonomy and on the other hand group work and what impacts these aspects of the learning process?

How do you see the role of an advisor or external expert in a learning process?

Is there a phase for reflection and feedback in the learning situation and how does that work?

What kind of tools do you use to teach SSD concepts?

PBL

Do you use a PBL approach on your teaching? How do you use it and in which context? Do you use it for teaching about SSD?

The stages of PBL are: (1) Observation or information gathering; (2) Questions, ideas and hypothesis formulation; (3) Learning issues/inquiry strategy; (4) Action plan; and (5) Reflection.

Do you use the stages of PBL and how does that look like in the process?

Is there an experimenting phase?

Applicability of SSD

In our context the participants of the Challenge Prize will have to come up with a product or service during the competition.

How can you assess the application of SSD theory on the solution (maybe a product or service)? How is the learning of SSD applied to a practical solution?

How does the fact that a Challenge Prize is competition affect learning of the SSD? What are the benefits and limitations in your opinion?
In the Challenge Prize, the participants are developing solutions for the proposed challenge. Based on your experience, how can we best create a learning process for SSD concepts in order for the participants to create solutions in alignment with an SSD approach?

Is there something else you would like to add?

**Questions for PBL Experts**

Please explain a little about yourself and your experience on using PBL.

**Key components of PBL**

What are the best practices you have noticed when using PBL for teaching? Can you give us some concrete examples of it?

If there is limited time, can this approach work well?

**Learning environment based on PBL**

What are good characteristics of the PBL process that can create a positive environment for learning?

How do you see the role of a mentor in a PBL learning process?

**Learning supplements**

What kind of tools do you use to support your PBL approach to teaching?

**Applicability of PBL**

The stages of PBL are: (1) Observation or information gathering; (2) Questions, ideas and hypothesis formulation; (3) Learning issues/inquiry strategy; (4) Action plan; and (5) Reflection.

How do you see that the PBL stages can be useful for the participants in the contest?

**PBL and experimenting**

How can experimenting be included in these stages?

**PBL and sustainability**

Based on your experience, how can we best create a learning process for a Challenge Prize that will enable the participants to learn about sustainability by using a PBL approach?

**Summary questions**

How could we apply aspects of PBL into the Challenge Prizes?

Are there other learning approaches that can also be useful in this context? If so what are they?

Is there something you would like to add?

**Questions for Challenge Prizes**
Please tell a little about your role in the organization.

**General questions about the Challenge Prize**

Tell us about your Challenge Prize in general.

What is the main goal/purpose of your Challenge Prize?

**Process**

Describe the process of your Challenge Prize. What kind of stages do you have in your process? Are there organized workshops? Why have you chosen to organize your contest in this way?

How do the participants interact during the contest with each other and with the organizers? Is there a web platform or do they meet in person?

What impact do you see with this process on the participants?

Can you describe how the idea is developed in the process of your contest? Can you give us a concrete example of what could happen?

What are the criteria for winning, and how is that communicated to the participants? How do they know if their solution is good?

**Group work and participants**

Do the participants work in groups? Can you describe this?

Are the participants from diverse backgrounds? What are the limitations and benefits in this case?

**Support**

Do the participants have mentors or other external experts? If yes, how you work with the mentors or how the participants interact with the mentors? If not, why not? Do you think it would add anything to your process?

Is there a system of getting/giving feedback in the contest for the ideas/projects? (If yes) How does it work?

**Learning**

Is there any content that you teach during the contest? If yes, how do you teach it? Even if not, what do you think of including a learning phase as a quick course in order to create better solutions in the end?

How do you help the participants gather information relevant to the Challenge during the contest?

What kind of tools do you offer to the participants to help with the development of their solution?

Is there any assumed knowledge level of the participants? Is there any ways in which you ensure a certain level of understanding of the participants?
Experimentation

Do the participants have a possibility to experiment with their ideas during the competition and can you tell us more about it?

Sustainability

Do you work with sustainability? If yes, how do you define sustainability and communicate it to the participants? How do you and the participants assess their designs from a sustainable perspective?

Summary questions

Have you organized this Challenge Prize several times? What have you changed? What has worked? What has not worked?

Is there anything else you would like to add?
## Appendix D: Learning Experts Interviewees

The following table shows the learning experts interviewed.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Interviewee</th>
<th>PBL/SSD</th>
<th>Position</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Göran Broman</td>
<td>SSD</td>
<td>Professor at the Department of Strategic Sustainable Development of Blekinge Institute of Technology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Merlina Missimer</td>
<td>SSD</td>
<td>Program Director of Master Program in Strategic Leadership towards Sustainability at Blekinge Institute of Technology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pierre Johnson</td>
<td>SSD</td>
<td>Project Assistant at the Department of Strategic Sustainable Development of Blekinge Institute of Technology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tamara Connell</td>
<td>SSD</td>
<td>Director, Sustainability Learning Programs at The Natural Step Canada</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Åse Nygren</td>
<td>PBL</td>
<td>Education Developer at Blekinge Institute of Technology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peter Sims</td>
<td>PBL</td>
<td>Team leader at KaosPilot</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Martin Jarl</td>
<td>PBL</td>
<td>Lecturer at the Department of Health at Blekinge Institute of Technology</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
## Appendix E: Challenge Prizes interviewees

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Challenge Prize name–Country</th>
<th>Interviewee</th>
<th>Purpose of Challenge Prize</th>
<th>Type of participants</th>
<th>Times the contest has happened</th>
<th>Prize</th>
<th>Process Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Green Challenge (GC) – Denmark</td>
<td>Louise Hindenburg, Manager of Project Groups</td>
<td>Educate the engineers to think about sustainability.</td>
<td>Students from the Technical University of Denmark and partner institutions. They can apply in groups or individually.</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>There are 8 categories and 3 winners in each. The first prize is 15000 DKK, the second is 10000 DKK and 5000 DKK for the third prize.</td>
<td>Green Challenge is a competition promoted to the students of the Technical University of Denmark. The competition per se does not have an actual process, since it is nested in the university context. The competition is launched on a Green Week that happens in campus with sustainability related activities for the students and the communication that they can apply for the Green Challenge. The students submit their projects, which must be rooted in their own field and have sustainability, the environment or climate technology as its focal point. In the end, there is an award ceremony with the jury and other stakeholders, where the students have the opportunity to present their projects and network. Green Challenge lasts for one school year.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nordic Built Challenge (NC) – Based in Norway, with competitions in Denmark, Finland, Iceland and Sweden</td>
<td>Hans Fridberg, Senior Advisor</td>
<td>Encourage innovation and the development of sustainable, viable and scalable refurbishment concepts for some of the most common building types in the Nordic region.</td>
<td>Groups of individuals or organizations/ companies.</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>The winners receive an agreement with the building owners to implement their project as well as a monetary prize. There is one winner per country.</td>
<td>The participants need to propose a renovation project for defined buildings in each country. They have the opportunity to have dialogue meetings with the owners of the buildings. The competition takes 10 months. It happens in two stages, first an open application and then four finalists are chosen in each country and then there is a final jury and the communication of the winner.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Challenge Prize name—Country</td>
<td>Interviewee</td>
<td>Purpose of Challenge Prize</td>
<td>Type of participants</td>
<td>Times the contest has happened</td>
<td>Prize</td>
<td>Process Description</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------------------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
<td>----------------------------</td>
<td>----------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------</td>
<td>-------</td>
<td>---------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social Impact Award Austria (SA) – Austria</td>
<td>Diego Heatherman, Social Impact Award Coordinator</td>
<td>Raise awareness for social entrepreneurship, offer an educational program guiding from vague intentions to a social venture, give access to networks of peers &amp; professiona ls and directly support the most promising ventures.</td>
<td>Students that apply individually or in groups.</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>There are 5 winners that receive 3000 EUR. They also become members of the Impact Hub Vienna, receiving support from them to develop their project.</td>
<td>There is a kick-off and meet the founders event. Following that, the participants have the opportunity to participate in workshops about varied topics (for example, introduction to social entrepreneurship, business modelling). There is also a “Meet the jury” event. The participants need to develop an idea of a social enterprise that has social impact in Austria. The competition starts in January and ends in May with an award ceremony.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social Impact Award Czech Republic (SC) – Czech Republic</td>
<td>Roman Bojko, Social Impact Award Coordinator</td>
<td>Raise awareness for social entrepreneurship, offer an educational program guiding from vague intentions to a social venture, give access to networks of peers &amp; professiona ls and directly support the most promising ventures.</td>
<td>Individuals that apply individually or in groups (in that case they need to have at least one student in the group)</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>There are 6 winners that receive a monetary award and also the opportunity to join a bootcamp. They also receive a membership of the Impact Hub in Czech Republic and support from them.</td>
<td>There is a kick off and meet the founders event. Following that, the participants have the opportunity to participate in workshops of varied topics (for example, introduction to social entrepreneurship, business modelling). There is also a “Meet the jury” event. The participants need to develop an idea of a social business that has social impact in Czech Republic. The competition starts in January and ends in May with an award ceremony.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Solar Challenge Brazil (SBC) – Brazil</td>
<td>Ricardo Bogéa, Communication Coordinator</td>
<td>Create awareness about solar energy.</td>
<td>Group of students.</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>The winner receives the opportunity to go to the Solar Challenge that happens in Monaco.</td>
<td>The competition is a race between boats powered by solar energy. There is not a process per se only the actual event for the race, which lasts three days.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Challenge Prize name–Country</td>
<td>Interviewee</td>
<td>Purpose of Challenge Prize</td>
<td>Type of participants</td>
<td>Times the contest has happened</td>
<td>Prize</td>
<td>Process Description</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------------------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
<td>----------------------------</td>
<td>----------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------</td>
<td>-------</td>
<td>---------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Technovation (TV) – Based in the USA, open to participants from all over the world</td>
<td>Allie Holmes, Events and engagement director</td>
<td>Engage girls to learn technology.</td>
<td>Girls from elementary or high school from any country in the world. They can apply individually or in groups.</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>The winning team receives 10000 USD.</td>
<td>The participants need to develop an app that will contribute to solving a community problem. The girls have the option to ask a mentor to support them and they also have a curriculum to guide them through the process. The competition lasts for 12 weeks and ends with an event in San Francisco with 10 finalists and the communication of the winner.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wege Prize (WP) – United States of America</td>
<td>Elena Tislerics, Chief of Communications Officer</td>
<td>Create solutions for wicked problems.</td>
<td>Groups of students, which need to be from different programmes.</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>There are three winners: the first one receives 15000 USD, the second 10000 USD and the third 5000 USD</td>
<td>It is a transdisciplinary design competition and the participants are all students. They need to develop a project including the concept of circular economy. They have workshops along the way about topics related to skills and subjects that might be useful for the competition. The competition starts with the setting of the challenge and the formation of teams. It ends with an event when the finalists present their project.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XPrize (XP) – United States of America</td>
<td>Jennifer Bravo, Senior Manager, Prize Development</td>
<td>Capture the world’s imaginatio n and inspire others to reach for similar goals, spurring innovation and accelerati ng the rate of positive change.</td>
<td>Anyone</td>
<td>They run competitio ns since 1990</td>
<td>Monetary prize, number of winners and value depends on the particular competition.</td>
<td>They promote several competitions and the process differs between them as well as the duration. Most of it is left to the teams, the organizers promote team summits, field tests and award ceremonies.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
## Appendix F: List of Codes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Codes</th>
<th>SSD</th>
<th>PBL</th>
<th>CP</th>
<th>Codes</th>
<th>SSD</th>
<th>PBL</th>
<th>CP</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Group work (importance of)</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>Interaction between groups</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Group work conditions</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td>Interaction with the organizer</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Group formation</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Interaction with other stakeholders</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Group work practices</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Feedback</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diversity in group</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>Methods of teaching</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reflection</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>Learning process</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mentors (process support)</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>Prize</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>External experts (subject knowledge)</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>Content taught in a Challenge Prize</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Support for information finding</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>Challenge Prize as creating public awareness</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Core concepts of SSD</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Inspirational Impact</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time for learning the content</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Overall purpose of the</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duration of process</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Learning conditions</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stages of CP process</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Number of winners</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Idea formation</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Learning in a competition</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Idea development</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>Nature of problem</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Experimentation</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>Prior knowledge level</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Communication of winning criteria</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td>Diversity among the participants</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Winning criteria</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Stage 1 PBL</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Assessing the solutions with SSD/evaluation</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td>Stage 2 PBL</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Definition of sustainability</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Stage 3 PBL</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Setting the challenge/ goal</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Stage 4 PBL</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tools developing ideas</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>Collaboration</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tools for teaching</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>PBL in general</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>